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CHAPTER II
THE FREEDOM MANIFESTO
IN THE PHILIPPINES
The Freedom Manifesto began with the inspired
words of the Declaration of Independence in 1776:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
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That to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed.”
More than 200 years have passed since those
fire-filled words first announced that Freedom was
indeed an Idea whose time had finally come.
And today we are witnessing the abundant fruits
of Freedom in free and enlightened societies
such as Switzerland, England, France,
Germany, the Benelux countries and the other
nations of the European community, and in our
part of the world, Japan, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand
among many others which are slowly but surely
being influenced by the Spirit of Freedom.
We, in the Philippines, declare that we also
believe in Freedom. We say that the
individual’s destiny is to realize the highest
possible freedom within his consciousness.
Why, then, is there so
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much poverty in our Land of Plenty? Why, when we
are located in the Pacific Rim characterized by the
fastest rate of economic development in the world, is
there so much misery in our country?
Because what we, as a nation, say with our
lips, we violate with our actions! We have not
only allowed, in our unconsciousness, we have
actually encouraged and promoted the actual
exploitation of the whole Filipino people by the
Tradpol government of the Patronage Politicians.
We have passively allowed the erection of a
massively big governmental machinery that
actually drains the creative energies of the
people and ends up impoverishing the very
people government was meant to serve!
The Freedom Manifesto in the Philippines is a
declaration that all power resides in the whole
Filipino people, and that government derives “its just
powers from the consent of the governed”.
(Continued on page 2)
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UNLIMITED GOVERNMENT:
THE SINGLE GREATEST THREAT
TO THE PEOPLE’S FREEDOM
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to the exercise of individual freedom.
What are the legitimate functions of limited
government? Its legitimate functions are to
serve as an effective focus of national unity and
reconciliation, administering justice, deterring
foreign foes from committing aggression,
removing obstacles to the free exchange of
goods and services. Whenever government is
able to effectively exercise these powers for the
sake of the freedoms of the people, it has made
it possible for individuals in a given community
to pursue their chosen interests with the
greatest possible freedom and thereby achieve
great progress. But here precisely is our
dilemma: The very instrument by which these
desirable purposes are achieved can be the very
same instruments for achieving the opposite
ends. In other words, government can, instead
of promoting and enhancing freedom, undermine
and destroy the very freedoms of the individual
it was instituted to protect. This always tends
to take place whenever the holders of
government power are able to exercise
unlimited power over the people.
All true lovers of freedom are aware of the
dangers of unlimited government. That is why
every true disciple of liberty knows that
freedom depends on establishing effective limits
against the accumulation of unlimited power in a
single governmental authority.
That is why every Freedom Nation needs a
Freedom Constitution. Such a Freedom
Constitution may be written in black and white
on paper or, much better, written on the minds,
hearts and souls of the whole people. I believe
that more than our present constitution written
by a few individuals, there is truly a Freedom
Constitution engraved on the hearts, minds and
souls of the whole Filipino people. I am writing
this little book to corroborate this truth. I am
asking every reader to communicate with us in
the Freedom Movement to confirm or to deny
our faith in the whole Filipino people’s
commitment to freedom.

The Principle—that governments are
instituted among men for the purpose of
securing the rights of the individual among
which inalienable rights are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness and that government
derives its just powers from the “consent of the
governed”—was a revolutionary principle when
it was declared in 1776 and remains so today.
It remains a revolutionary principle because the
whole momentum of past history seemed to
affirm the complete opposite—that individuals
derive their rights from the largesse and
magnanimity of government. Unlimited
government has been the theme of human
history from the time of the ancient pharaohs
and emperors up to the very eve of our modern
age. Throughout most of recorded history,
government has meant the accumulation of
power in the hands of a few personalities who
could control the affairs of the great majority of
individuals. “Power tends to corrupt,” Lord Acton
wisely reminds us, “and absolute power corrupts
absolutely.” Throughout history, unlimited
government has always been the single most
powerful threat to the freedoms of the individual.
In principle, the government need not prove
to be the enemy of Freedom. But unlimited
government has always led to the restriction of
the freedoms of the individual.
In 1776, the conscience of mankind was
finally pricked and awakened to the truth that
Freedom was the birthright of every individual.
Freedom was finally recognized as an idea
whose time had finally come.
A hundred years later, in the Philippines the
flame of freedom had been ignited in the hearts
of our very own Founding Fathers—Jose Rizal,
Emilio Jacinto, Apolinario Mabini and the rest
of our heroes. It took another half century
before Filipino leaders took over the reins of
government in 1946. Unfortunately, freedom
has been enshrined on paper in our
OUR FREEDOM CONSTITUTION
constitutions, but the translation of the principles
of freedom into actual practices that truly serve the
What is at the heart of our freedom way of life?
freedoms of the whole Filipino people has been
The heart of our Freedom Constitution is
sadly wanting from 1946 up to the present moment. the protection and promotion of the sacred
freedoms of the individual.
THE NEED FOR A
FREEDOM CONSTITUTION
Freedom of Thought
THAT EFFECTIVELY LIMITS
Freedom of Speech
GOVERNMENTAL POWERS
Freedom of Religion
Freedom of Peaceable Assembly
Whenever government has served as the limited
Freedom of Enterprise
instrument of the human community and performed
Freedom of Livelihood
its legitimate function for that community, it has
Freedom of Recreation
actually served society in a way that is conducive
Freedom to make and terminate just and
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honorable social contracts
Freedom to Succeed and Freedom to Fail
Freedom to be Rich and Freedom to go
Bankrupt
Freedom to Teach and to share the lessons of
one’s successes and failures
Freedom to be left alone
It is the responsibility of every individual to
protect and to promote the fullest possible practice
of these sacred, inviolable freedoms—his or her
own and those of others that he or she is in a
position to protect, uphold or promote.
The only clear restriction to one’s exercise
of individual freedom is when its exercise does
harm or injury to the exercise of the freedoms
of other individuals.
Just as the individual and the collective
community shall protect, uphold and promote the
sacred freedoms of every individual citizen, so shall
the individual and the community do all in its
power to stop any external activity that directly or
indirectly hurts or harms one’s person, family,
one’s honor and property—all of which undermine
the full, rightful exercise of one’s sacred freedoms
and one’s sacred responsibilities.
THE FULL EXERCISE
OF INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM
MUST BE BALANCED
BY THE FULL EXERCISE
OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Everyone has the right to exercise one’s
individual freedoms in any way that he wants,
provided his activities shall cause no direct or
indirect hurt or harm to the full exercise of the
freedom of the other individuals in society.
Every individual has the right to make contracts
or agreements with other individuals or parties.
These agreements are two-way relationships where
mutual benefits to both parties are derived at the
price of incurring mutual costs to both.
Every individual exercises his sacred freedom by
giving his prior express consent to these agreements
which entail for him both benefits and costs.
The principle of freedom with justice is clear:
You enjoy the freedom of receiving the benefits
of the agreement because you bind yourself to
pay the price agreed upon to enjoy the benefit.
The principle is simple: Most benefits are
available at a price—if you want the benefit,
you must pay the price.
The exercise of freedom with responsibility
requires that you must comply with your
commitment to pay the price for which you
have given your prior express consent.
Every individual is free to give or not to
give his consent. Once he gives his prior,
expressed consent, he must now strictly comply
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with the terms and conditions to which he has THE TWO FUNDAMENTAL GUARANTEES
freely consented. Without the exercise of AGAINST GOVERNMENT MALPRACTICES
responsibility, there can be no real freedom.
Freedom and responsibility must always go hand
To ensure that all these safeguards against
in hand. There can be no freedom without the possible governmental abuses shall take place, we
exercise of responsibility, and there can be no submit for the people’s approval two fundamental
responsibility without the exercise of freedom.
guarantees against government malpractices:
1. All Government banking activities must now
THE HALLMARKS OF A
be transferred to the private sector. One of the
FREEDOM GOVERNMENT
reasons for Hong Kong’s economic success is that its
government cannot cause inflation because it cannot print
We believe, and every co-founding member any paper moneys. The issuance of currency is
of our Freedom Movement believes that the performed by its two biggest, most responsible and
whole Filipino people constitute what we may competent private banking institutions—the Hong Kong
truly call a FREEDOM NATION.
Shanghai Bank and the Standard Chartered Bank of
We believe that the whole FREEDOM Hong Kong. We should do the same in this country.
NATION believes in and endorses a Freedom
[H: We do not concur with this conclusion
Constitution and a Freedom Government.
and until there is value to back any paper
1. A Freedom Government is, first of all, a currency the entire system is flawed too greatly
Limited Government.
to survive. This does not predispose that we
What is a Limited Government?
have any right to correct this author, for we are
It is a government that is limited by simply presenting his own perceptions. By the
whatever the people impose upon it.
way, until NOW there have been no alternative
It is a government that derives all its authority possibilities or potential to correct this abuse of
and power from the consent of the governed.
a nation’s economic limitations. Therefore,
It is a government that that has no right over please realize that people work with what they
the person or the prosperity of the individual see as “IS” and seek better alternatives than
except those expressly conceded to it.
that which is failing in their own dooryard.]
This means, first, that the national
2. All government activities must be
government’s authority is limited to specific supported by the people, not on the basis of
powers delegated to it by the whole people
compulsory taxation but on the basis of
This means, second, that all powers not VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.
expressly delegated to the national government
[H: Certainly we will offer this
are reserved to the provinces, municipalities, presentation AS GIVEN but I fear that this is
barangays and the Filipino people.
a very “idealistic” perspective which is
proven to NOT work. More especially in a
THE BEST GOVERNMENT
current realization of total corruption and
FOR A FREEDOM NATION
mismanagement, it is highly unlikely that
anyone, including myself, would ever
That government is best which governs least.
“volunteer” input to such a government.]
That government is best which governs least and
Every other institution’s support is based on
does nothing else except effectively govern the voluntary contributions, why not all government
people who have given their consent to be so services as well?
governed only in those matters that need governance.
If I were a servant-government-leader and I
To paraphrase the profound insights of that sincerely believe that my servant government
enlightened thinker, Henry David Thoreau: “To contributions of new ideas, new information and new
be strictly just, government must have the inspirations would really help the people, I should have
sanction and the consent of the governed. no fears that the financial basis of my servant government
Government can have no pure right over the services shall be adequately supported by the voluntary
person and property of individuals except those contributions from the people I am serving.
conceded to government.
Ultimately, this idea of preferring voluntary
“The progress from an absolute to limited contribution over that of compulsory taxation is the
monarchy, from a limited monarchy to a democracy, ultimate safeguard against government’s abuse of its
is a progress toward a true respect for the individual. powers of governance. “By its fruits, you shall know
Even the Chinese philosopher was wise enough to them.” By its ability to receive the needed level of
regard the individual as the basis of the empire.”
voluntary contributions to adequately support its costA truly free and enlightened government will effective governance activities, we shall know the real
come only when it recognizes and treats the ability of our servant-government leaders to serve the
individual as a higher and independent power from people. This is the ultimate acid test of the real ability
which all its authority and power are derived.
of our government servant leaders.
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CHAPTER III
HOW GOVERNMENT (Philippine)
HAS BECOME
THE SINGLE BIGGEST BURDEN
ON THE PEOPLE.
What is the role of government in the
distortion of the Philippine economy into its
terribly lopsided and unproductive condition?
The greatest failure of government is its
failure to govern the whole society to realize its
great potentials to become the strong and
achieving economy it can become in this part of
the world which is now characterized by the
fastest developing economies in the world.
Thirty years ago, practically everyone looked
to government as the new messiah that would
deliver the great masses of the poor from their
centuries-old bondage into the Promised Land of
progress and prosperity. This new savior of the
masses has now become the accursed deadweight
around the necks of the suffering poor.
How did this come about?
We are not pointing accusing fingers at anyone.
We are not talking about the sins of
personalities here. Whether it is Macapagal or
Marcos, Cory or Ramos, Estrada or MacapagalArroyo is not the central issue. We are here
dissecting the tragic system flaws in the way we
govern or rather, misgovern and mismanage, our
own political and economic affairs.
HOW DID GOVERNMENT BECOME
THE SINGLE BIGGEST BURDEN
ON THE WHOLE FILIPINO PEOPLE?
After the reins of political power were transferred
from American to Philippine hands, there was
tremendous expectation that government would be
able to do so much for the whole Filipino peoples.
After more than 350 years of colonial rule by the
foreigners, finally we had our very own Philippine
government led by our very own Philippine leaders!
Unfortunately for the great majority of our people,
these great expectations have not yet been fulfilled.
Instead of government becoming the servant of
the people, the people have become the servant
and the tool of government. There emerged the
Philippine phenomenon called “patronage politics”.
This practice had its origins in the pernicious
practice during the Spanish colonial days of public
offices being offered for sale. The buyer of the
public office expected to recoup more than the
price expended for the office’s purchase. Today’s
patronage politician invests in the enterprise of
being voted into public office with the expectation
that the returns on his investment would more than
justify his decision to run for office.
Patronage politics is today the nation’s single
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biggest business. Because of it, government in the
Philippines has become the single biggest collector
and user of money. In 1994, the government budget
had already mushroomed into P362 Billion, with the
government spending almost one billion pesos each
day. The government foreign debt has ballooned into
some P900 Billion, closely followed by the
government local debt of some P600 Billion. The
government has the power to legitimately do what the
private person cannot do: spend more than it earns!
How can it support its deficit spending? By printing
more money! This will have the effect of the
people’s hard earned money losing its precious
purchasing power. Those among us who were
teenagers during the 1950s still remember that P.10
could then buy a bottle of Coke. Today you need
P5.00 for that same bottle! This means that your
P5.00 then is now worth only P.10!
Only government has the power to make
our money lose its purchasing power. Only
government has such tremendous power to
make the poor even poorer!
HOW DOES THE PATRONAGE POLITICIAN
MANIPULATE THE PEOPLE?
The Patronage Politicians look down on the poor
people. They believe that, left to themselves, the
people cannot take care of themselves. So they pose
as the leaders who have nothing but compassion in
their hearts for the suffering masses. So they promise
the people all kinds of things for “free”—roads,
bridges, schoolhouses, hospitals, etc.—leaving the
distinct impression that all those generous gifts come
from the bounty of their own generosity. Of course,
during election time, the compassion of the patronage
politicians translates into “free monies flowing freely”
into the pockets of the poor people.
What return does the patronage politician expect
for all his “generosity” and “compassion”? Nothing
much really! Only their votes which ensures that the
“free gifts” keep flowing into the community!
The greatest tragedy of all is that the great
majority of the poor people really believe the
patronage politicians and do vote them into power.
What the great majority of the people fail to
realize is that the so-called “free gifts” of the
patronage politicians do not come from their own
pockets but from the whole Filipino people—from all
the direct and indirect taxes, all the sales taxes, and
most cruel and pernicious of all, from the inflation
which means losses of the people’s purchasing power.
The worst effect of all is that the recipients of the
patronage politicians’ “free gifts” lose their selfrespect and the power of their self-reliance. They
learn the bad habits of mendicancy and beggary. And
they suffer all the more from the destruction of the
spirit of enterprise. They begin to believe that they
cannot do anything without money from the
government. They forget the truth is that the

government needs them more than they need
government. Enterprise and productivity fall, and the
poor become even poorer than before.
It is the cruel system of patronage politics
that creates the conditions of massive poverty in
the country.
PATRONAGE POLITICS PRODUCES
A BLOATED BUREAUCRACY
DESTRUCTIVE OF A DEMOCRACY
A large part of the patronage politicians’ “free
gifts” are the “free jobs” in the government
bureaucracy awarded to their constituents and
supporters. This practice has been going on from the
beginning, growing from bad to worse with the
passage of time. As of the latest count, the people
who receive salaries from the government budget
now number some 1,500,000—whether they deliver
the right services to the people or not. When the
managers in the government bureaucracy cannot get
any performance from their regular employees, they
hire “contractual” workers who produce more work
than the “regular” workers. Why? Because of their
contractual status, they can be removed from their
jobs if they do not perform. It appears that the Civil
Service rules in this country actually protect nonperforming people from ever being removed from the
positions given them by their political patrons.
Go to any government office, especially those that
belong to the largest departments, and report to us
any of the offices that exemplify the spirit of Customer
Service Excellence. You may discover one or two
noteworthy examples—but they would definitely be
exceptions to the general rule of the lazy, the
indifferent, or the arrogant government employee.
The worst type is, of course, the arrogant and corrupt
government employee. We are not saying that there
are not honest and dedicated people in the
government service. Assuredly, there are. I know
some of them and they deserve the highest esteem
and support. Unfortunately, they are the few
exceptions that prove the general rule.
Why is this general condition of inefficiency and
dishonesty so destructive of a democratic society?
Because government is supposed to represent the
highest kind of servant leadership in a society, and if
instead of exemplifying the best kinds of leadership,
it demonstrates the worst forms of inefficiency and
corruption, then government becomes no longer an
instrument of service but the most destructive weapon
against all that is moral and decent in a society.
Patronage Politics not only frustrates the
tremendous capability of a good government to
serve the people, it actually destroys the moral
fiber of the nation.
[END QUOTING; TO BE CONTINUED]
I must again remind you that this is taken directly
from a compiled grouping of presentations and is in
no wise yet in a publishable form or format.
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What I wish to get across and share with
our readers is that there most certainly ARE
those who would put their very lives on the line
to change the circumstances in this nation.
So, WHY are we here? One more time
through: The assets are actually here waiting to
put a foundation under an economy which can
change this nation almost instantly.
The observations we are forced to witness on
such as this very day are the massive involvement in
corruption while one points and insults those of other
“parties” and personages. Just yesterday came
headlines looping in President Arroyo’s husband into
the loop of smugglers, specifically the “Godfather” of
RICE smuggling to the tune of multi-billions of pesos
in just lost revenue from customs.
Today the headlines shout that the President’s son
(who is a vice-governor of a major province here) is
guilty of smuggling massive numbers of luxury vehicles
while listing the “containers” as holding “used trucks”.
Even the U.S. Ambassador went on the air
before the Foreign Press and stated that the
Philippines is sinking fast because of the
corruption, especially in the Judiciary.
Response? Kick out that Ambassador!
Oh, and by the way, as there is no decision
yet as to how many U.S. troops will be pulled
out of here on July 31st, the Navy has landed
for further “joint exercises” with the U.S.
My goodness, even the Justice system will
not qualify the “terror” games won or lost—
nobody could find the BODIES. So, it is no
longer a topic of conversation. It appears that
even the manipulators in Washington are about
to throw up their hands and call it hopeless.
Moreover, we have to admit that Dharma gets
to the point where she too says “LIKEWISE”!
So, can the Quintoses of the world come up
through this muck and actually make impact? YES.
No one has a corner on goodness nor on GOD.
No, I do not take into consideration “religions”.
Over here the Roman Catholic Church has
taken a stand in favor of attending the “evil
empire” as the lesser of evils. Now doesn’t
that speak highly of the level of teachings and
don’t you still wonder why there can be as
many honorable citizens as there actually are?
I am torn as to whether or not to continue with
this topic or beg Dr. Coleman’s permission to utilize
his last topic on the Constitution in World in Review.
It is by far the most applicable to both the U.S.
AND the Philippines—for the Philippines copies
everything presented by the U.S.
We shall give it thought, for the facts are,
r e a d e r s , Y O U A R E AT A M A J O R
CROSSROADS IN YOUR EXPERIENCE.
Thank you for your attention as we give
appreciation to a brother who is doing what he
can to make a difference.—GCH
dharma
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Zionists Have Competition
For World Takeover/Control
(PART 6)
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #13 (1990)
CHAPTER 9
REC #3 HATONN
THU., MAR. 15, 1990 6:30 P.M. YEAR 3 DAY 211
SECRET SOCIETY
When we speak of Hitler, we must remember that
he was trained through his individual experiences just as
are all. He was deeply involved in a most secret society
called Thule. This society stood for racial segregation
with the Arian White race as masters of all. It included
the Nordic culture and the society was interested in areas
such as Greenland, the Arctic and Antarctic. The Thule
Society emblem consisted of the swastika, a downward
pointing sword and a wreath of oak leaves—all symbols
later used in Nazi Germany—remember that the swastika
is a symbol of “life” in the native Indian culture.
Nazi Germany was years ahead of the rest of the
world in many technological areas. It is internationally
recognized that if Germany had had a greater supply of
natural resources and manpower, then the war would
have undoubtedly had a much different ending.
Germany produced many super weapons
including the first jet fighter aircraft, the first
missile system and various others which were
almost in the realm of science fiction.
THE WIND CANNON
The wind cannon was produced by Germany late
into the war. This fired compressed air. There was
also the Sun cannon which reflected the Sun and burned
its target. They also had rocket packs worn by
individuals that were jet powered. This rocket enabled
persons to make jumps of up to a distance of some
fifty to sixty yards. They also produced B1 and B2
rockets. Germany introduced the forerunner to the
intercontinental ballistic missile. This was produced in
1942 and was capable of striking the United States.
No reason was found for its never having been
used. In 1940 a vertical takeoff aircraft was
invented and only in recent years have the Western
countries managed to produce such aircraft.
Let us speak of the “sound cannon”. This was first
produced for use in about 1943. It consisted basically
of a combustion chamber with a barrel and worked by
methane and oxygen. It was the resulting explosion

which created the damage. Animals could be killed
instantly within a hundred yards and troops could be
paralyzed for hours at a range of 200 yards. By April
1945 Germany had in production 150 different types of
missiles and rockets on the drawing board with diagrams
and even models along with aircraft of all sizes.
Among these diagrams was one which
eventually became the Boeing Corporation’s 747
Jumbo Jet. Incredibly enough—among the
technology was the Flying Disc. As early as 1940
these were being produced. There is photographic
proof of such craft but no material proof was ever
captured by wartime allies.
According to your own records there were as many
as five major scientists working on the “UFO” projects.
They developed a disc shaped machine with a 65-foot
diameter. Involved were Bellonzo, Schriever, Miethe
and, of course, Victor Schauberger. His disc or “Flying
Hat” was electro-magnetically powered and if you look
at photographs of the Schauberger disc, you will note
that it looks exactly like discs photographed over the
United States. These discs attained great speed with
silent take-off. There were also designs called flying
wheels and craft with inflatable airbags for landing
cushions. They had some quite fine prototypes but no,
they were not Pleiadian design. They were more on the
technology of Saturnians and some Reticulum craft.
The final model was referred to as the BellonzoSchriever-Miethe Diskus. This version was produced in
various sizes, some as large as 135 feet and even 225
feet in diameter. Actual speeds recorded were over
2000 km/hour. Conventional rocket motor speeds of up
to 4000 km/hour were anticipated. Interestingly enough,
no German technicians who worked on those advanced
machines have volunteered their knowledge.
More interesting is the fact that many scientists
were taken by the allies and yet no UFO scientists
were located. As a matter of fact, installations for
work on the craft were often underground or in
hillside cave dugouts. All facilities were dismantled
and vanished without leaving so much as a detail.
Now where do you think everyone went?
LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE
Now, dear ones, we are not speaking of sloppy
workmanship. In 1945 a disc could attain an altitude of
40,000 feet in less than three minutes, reaching a speed
of 1,300 mph. You need to also remember that
Germany was the first to fly what you now call Delta
Wing craft. As a matter of fact, the advanced
technology was comparable to much of your publicattentioned aircraft of the current day—i.e., the Stealth,
etc. This, of course, is a cover for what is actually
going on but I need not spoil the story.
These discs were manufactured in many various
areas and all were well hidden even from the local
population. As the craft would be finished, they were
immediately dismantled and shipped in pieces out of the
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country—usually along with the pilots. Orders for
dismantling always came directly from Adolf Hitler
himself. The major scientists involved simply vanished.
Many German scientists went to America after
the war and they were all interrogated about the
UFO works; however, it has never been made
public to you ones as to whether or not the major
technology was ever revealed. And yet you got
the nuclear bomb—in fact, it was said that the
bomb itself was built in Germany!
Many reports were made by pilots over
Germany, about UFOs. The strange thing is that
no one was ever injured by them, although they
certainly unnerved many air crews. Then
following the surrender of Germany, the same type
objects were observed over the Japanese areas.
NEW METAL
Probably the most unique thing that came out of
that period of technological spurt was a new type
of metal. This metal is harder than diamonds.
This metal glows alternatively in colors of the rainbow
when heated to a high degree. It was first used
commercially in 1936. Strangely enough no record was
made of this metal in the indexes of metals.
THE A-BOMB
Hitler issued an order on September 26, 1936.
A Dr. Esau was put in control of the project.
With the capture of Norway there was available to
Germany a source of heavy water which had
previously been lacking. One tanker full of heavy
water has not been accounted for to this day.
Thus it can be seen that Germany was a very
advanced country—the mystery is, what happened
to all the technology?
To start with, let us examine one of the biggest
mysteries of your 20th Century. Did Adolf Hitler
commit suicide or did he not? Popular accounts
are that on the 30th of April 1945, Hitler shot
himself. His body was said to have then been
cremated. The most important witnesses and the
men closest to Hitler have never been found, e.g.
Bormann, Stumpfegger, Gunsche, et al.
Here you will find a most interesting situation, only
two eyewitnesses were found who claimed Hitler
committed suicide—all other witnesses were never
found or could not answer. Hitler’s body was never
found. Also, the bloodstains found on the furniture
where Hitler supposedly committed suicide was not
of Hitler’s blood type. There is absolutely no
concrete evidence, therefore, that Hitler died.
Further, Hitler was not a coward nor did he believe
in “giving-in”. Suicide is completely out of character—
for after he had heard of the suicide of the Mayor of
Leipzig and his family, he had condemned suicide as
cowardly and unbecoming to a National Socialist.
Hitler’s personal pilot stated that on the first of
May 1945 he flew Hitler and Bormann to an airfield
in Norway. I truly doubt that this would represent
a resurrection. There they transferred to another
aircraft and flew on to another place along the
Norwegian coast. Later the pilot retracted the
statement and backed the suicide statement after
having been made aware of the incident.
Now, very strange things happened when the allies
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got to Greenland. Norway had held out longer than all
other defense positions for the Germans but when the
allies reached Greenland they found two direct
opposites—sites which were totally abandoned and
dismantled and other places where the defense was so
total that in the end even the defenders could not be
found and were never found—they just vanished.
AH HA! THE ANTARCTIC
At the beginning of the war, long-range plans were
put into operation to prepare bases in the Antarctic
should relocation be necessary. Strange perhaps, but
most effective indeed. Stranger yet, in February 1945
in Hitler’s last speech he said, “Germany will still win
the war and the last bastion will be ours!”
Officially, the Second World War was never
officially ended. The German army surrendered on the
7th of May 1945 and Japan followed on the 2nd of
September 1945—no formal peace treaty was ever
signed. Your own General Eisenhower stated, just
before he became President, “The Second World War
has not yet ended.”
Stranger yet—during the war Germany had 1,162 Uboats (submarines). Of these, 783 were lost in action.
Of the remaining 379, 215 were supposedly scuttled by
the German navy itself and about 154 were captured by
the allies—the rest were never found. Statistics are
rough, however, and several U-boats of the latest design
arrived in Japan with war materials some three weeks
after the defeat in Europe. These submarines
subsequently sailed and were never again seen.
Later, some two months after Germany’s surrender,
a German submarine gave itself up to Argentine
authorities after all scientific instruments and weapons
on board had been destroyed. The U-boat had calmly
slipped into the harbor of Rio de la Plata. The
Commander’s name was Otto Wermoutt. The world
was stunned and electrified! What was a German
submarine doing all the way down there in South
America? And, why had they not surrendered earlier?
The crew was turned over to the U.S. military after
long demand but no results were ever publicized. Funny
thing—the crew was 54 men. The usual German crew
size was only 18 men. There were also large food
stocks on board. However, the real surprise was 540
large tin cans or barrels, all hermetically sealed and upon
opening were found to contain nothing but cigarettes.
Now what would a submarine be doing cruising
around South America almost three months after the
war with a triple strength crew; carrying a cargo of
nothing but cigarettes? The average age of those 54
men turned out to be less than 25 years, with the
exception of the machinist who was 32 years old.
The commander himself was only 25, and the
second officer an incredible 22 years young.
Later, in checking, it was never found that there was
a Captain by the name of Otto Wermoutt, the one given
as that of the commander of the U-boat. All the crew had
similar mysterious surroundings—no relatives, all alone, etc.
Five weeks later, another sensational submarine
surrender took place and again at Rio de la Plata. A
German U-boat, U-977 under Commander H. Schaffer
gave itself up to the Argentinian authorities, and this,
three months after the end of the war. There was a
crew of 32 men—still fourteen above the regular crew.
It was soon learned, however, that there had been
another 16 men, all of them married and with families

in Germany, and had been dropped off “on orders”,
on the Norwegian coast. It is obvious that the
operation was completely in control and the men
were dropped off at the exact same spot where
earlier reports stated the Fuhrer had been taken after
his departure from Berlin. This U-boat was inspected
thoroughly in search of Hitler—it was obvious that all
on the “inside” knew that Hitler was still alive.
Still more U-boats appeared off the coast of South
America. Well, we will look at possibilities at the next
sitting. I don’t want to belabor this subject because it
is well known that there is a German base in the
Antarctic and the story gets most boring indeed. It
is necessary for those of you who come newly
into this knowledge not be left completely outside
the story but it can get most lengthy and has little
bearing on UFOs as far as the transfer to the base.
Dharma, it is late and it has been a very long
day. Let us close for this portion. Thank you
for your long hours. I will move to stand-by and
allow you to close. Good-evening.
Hatonn to clear, please. Thank you.
CHAPTER 10
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., MAR. 27, 1990 8:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 223
Good morning in the Light of the Radiant One.
Hatonn present that we might work on the Journal
this morning.
The question which comes to me from you ones
who have privy to the daily writings is, “Well, what
does Nazi Germany and Hitler have to do with the mess
of the Conspiracy?” Lots! Great bunches!
It moves beyond the mysterious and becomes
entangled with your very currency. As you will
recall, in a prior chapter we spoke of encounters
with German submarines in recent years and many
of the German personnel who fled Europe have
since been located living in South America quite
comfortably and in great abundance.
Recall also, that in Europe, there exists a registration
obligation for each member of a community. Precise
and detailed records are kept where a person lives,
number of children, sex, age and so forth, as well as
place of employment. Also noted, are details of closest
relatives. In Europe, therefore, it is relatively easy to
trace and locate anyone and at short notice. True, there
was a temporary breakdown in the last few months of
the war due to heavy bomb damage and the refugee
problem, but conditions rapidly returned to the usual
bureaucratic precision. In fact, these very records allow
for the ferreting out of the “Nazi war criminals”.
Taking into account casualties and deaths from
all causes (and this includes the million-plus “other
losses”) there are still 250,000 missing persons—
and almost all were young people in their late teens
to early twenties. That missing group has been
widely referred to as the “last battalion”.
Remember, in addition, that when the “last
battalion” departed for places of Antarctica and later to
slip quietly into Argentina and integrate into the
population, counterfeiting plates were taken with them.
My dear ones, the Falkland Island War had nothing
to do with Argentina—it had everything to do with old
war remnants of the “second” variety. Also a major
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distraction at a most critical time, as we shall note later.
The continuous rumors about German U-boat
activity in the region of Tierra del Fuego (Feuerland, in
German), between the southernmost tip of Latin America
and the continent of Antarctica are based on truth and
were written up most critically as truth by France’s
Agence France Press on the 25th of Sept. 1946.
One of the more startling facts proving quite
definitely that W.W. II did not end on May 8th, 1945
is an account some one-and-a-half years after cessation
of hostilities in Europe; the Islandic Whaler, Juliana,
was stopped by a large German U-boat. The Juliana
was in the Antarctic region around Malvinas Island when
a German submarine surfaced and raised the German
official naval Flag of Mourning—red with a black edge.
I urge you not to take exception if I repeat a few
incidents, for they are indeed most important from
several aspects and are often missed the first reading.
The submarine commander sent out a boarding party
which approached the Juliana in a rubber dinghy, and
having boarded the whaler demanded of Capt. Hekla part
of his fresh food stocks. The request was made in the
definite tone of an order to which resistance would have
been most unwise. The German officer spoke correct
English and paid for his provisions in U.S. dollars, giving
the Captain a bonus of $10 for each member of the
Juliana crew. While the foodstuffs were being
transferred to the submarine, the submarine
commander informed Capt. Hekla of the exact
location of a large school of whales. Later the
Juliana found the whales exactly where designated.
This, too, was reported in the French press.
Now comes the hook-up. Huge amounts of
money were clandestinely invested by Nazi Front
men all over the world, but especially in South
America. KNOWN are 300 million dollars to
Spain, Sweden 250 million, Switzerland 100 million
and Portugal 50 million and this represents only
about 25% of the known investments which were
mostly centralized in South and Central America.
Billions of dollars were invested (and are being
currently, 3/27/90) in large tracts of jungle and pampas
real estate, factories, transportation, airlines, shipping and
other assorted companies including food processing and
agriculture. ALL PAID FOR IN AMERICAN
DOLLARS—BY THE BILLIONS. It is not drug money
being laundered through the South and Central American
banks that is the target of the U.S.—it is an effort to
stop the flooding of the counterfeit money.
The U.S. tells you the new money will be for
the purpose to stop drug dealers and stop
counterfeiting among the drug dealers—nay, nay,
NAY—it is the only way to stop the German
printing presses in your own hemisphere.
How many of you are further aware that the
U.S. GAVE currency printing plates to Russia? I
thought not. Check it out—it will do wonders for
your confirmation of old Hatonn’s input.
“RED HOUSE CONFERENCE”
Let us look at some findings which surfaced in
1944. Yes, Dharma, the history is most important,
chela, for you cannot have continuity and find belief
in these truths unless you are given confirmation in
background. You know me and know my words are
truth—most readers are still in shock and are looking
for every detail possible to disprove my input. I’m
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sorry, chela, I know the writing is long and
distressing, but it is indeed necessary. Thank you
for continuing this dialog. Your legacy shall be great,
let us not weaken now for mankind must know the
whole of it. He must be able to locate from
whence his attackers shall be coming forth.
I think, for clarification, it would be easier and give
more Earth confirmation if I dictate a portion from a
book entitled THE AVENGERS, by Michael Bar-Zohar
dealing with Jewish war and post-war tactics against
the Germans. You can find a lot of detailed information
about the transfer of German money to foreign lands.
You do not need to get the book, for I shall honor
the author but we are more concerned, at this point,
with the counterfeit funds. But you need
confirmation regarding the money shift, etc., to give
credence to this writing as to background.
The Red House Conference:
A most unusual conference of German officials and
industrialists was held at the Maison Rouge Hotel in
Strasbourg on August 10, 1944. The proceedings of
this “Red House” conference are known from the
shorthand report, which fell into the hands of the
American OSS at the end of the war. A Lieutenant
Revesz showed it to Simon Wiesenthal, who took a
photostat and published it some years later.
Among those present at this conference were
representatives of the Ministry of Munitions and the
Foreign Office, delegates from the big industrial
combines—Krupps, Messerschmitt, Rochling, Goering
Werke, Hermannsdorfwerke—and several senior civil
servants. The object of the meeting was to decide upon
measures for safeguarding the treasury of the Third
Reich. They reached two main decisions—some of the
riches would be hidden away in the territory of the
Reich, and German capital would be sent abroad.
The conference urged that the Nazi Party
should go underground in the event of defeat, and
should prepare for a return to power with the help
of the treasures safely hidden away.
These decisions began to be put into effect in the
following months. An “experimental station” was set up
near Lake Toplitz and a number of containers packed
chiefly with forged pound notes and documents were
submerged in the lake, and some other containers were
hidden away in old mines in the hills. Most of them
were removed again when Allied forces were
approaching the region. Although the Allies did not have
full knowledge of these hiding places until the report of
the “Red House” conference fell into their hands, some
information on the Nazis’ postwar plans had reached the
Allied secret services early in 1945. In March of that
year a detailed report on the subject was submitted to
the State Department in Washington:
“The Nazi regime has made very precise plans
for the perpetuation of its doctrine and domination
after the war. Some of these plans are already
being put into effect.
“Members of the Nazi Party, German industrialists
and Army leaders, realizing that there is no hope of
victory, are presently preparing commercial plans for the
postwar period, endeavoring to renew connections with
industrial circles abroad in the hope of reestablishing
prewar cartels. After the war, the intention is for ‘front
men’ to appeal to the courts of various countries against
the ‘illegal’ seizure of German industrial concerns and
other German property by the Allies at the outbreak of
the war. In the event this method does not succeed, the

recovery of the German property would be made
through figureheads possessing the requisite citizenship.
German attempts to continue to have a share in the
control and development of technological progress
during the immediate postwar period are reflected in the
phenomenal increase in German patents registered in
certain foreign countries during the past two years.
These registrations reached their peak in 1944….
“German capital and plans for the building of
ultramodern technical schools and research
laboratories are being offered on very advantageous
terms, in view of the fact that the Germans will
hereby be able to make and perfect new weapons.
“The German propaganda program is an integral part
of this general planning for the postwar period. The
immediate aim of this propaganda program will be to
bring about a relaxation of Allied controls on the pretext
that the Germans should be treated ‘honestly’. Later,
this program will be extended and intensified with a
view to reviving Nazi doctrine and pursuing German
ambitions of world domination. Unless these plans are
counteracted, they constitute a constant threat to the
peace and security of the postwar world.”
The American specialists had greatly extended
their knowledge of this subject by the end of the war.
They soon had a list of 750 firms with head offices
in neutral countries, founded or bought with German
capital. Switzerland headed the list with 274 firms;
then came Portugal with 258, Spain with 112,
Argentina with 98 and Turkey with 35. A number of
firms had also been acquired in South American
countries other than Argentina.
Special accounts in Swiss and Liechtenstein banks
were placed at the disposal of the Argentine
Government, officially to help their industrial
development. Some of the accounts were made
personally available to Argentine leaders.
As military defeat and final catastrophe had
become more certain, the Nazi chiefs stepped up their
preparations for the future—a future in which they
meant to have a stake. They had deposited large
sums with banks in neutral countries and salted away
just as much in the portfolios of apparently
respectable people in Liechtenstein, Portugal and
Patagonia—and had hidden much wealth in the depths
of old salt mines in Austria and below the dark water
of the Alpine lakes. All of this hidden treasure might
indeed permit a revival of Nazism one day—so long
as there were still Nazis around able to draw upon it.
Ah, the Germans were a busy lot, from whom you
ones at this time in history, could well take lessons in
preparation. Added to their tucking away of treasures,
extensive research was immediately launched into areas
of artificial food cultivation, in huge greenhouses, with
everything grown only on “chemical soil” and under
artificial light. “Butter” was produced from coal and dry
milk was one of their very survival inventions. A
method was also invented to indefinitely preserve wheat
flour. Great strides were also made in Freeze-Drying all
types of food and this was carried out particularly in
experimental plants located in the area of Helmstedt.
Hitler was keenly interested in these projects, visiting
them frequently. In a very short while, Germany was
more or less self-sufficient and for the first time in
centuries. NO GERMAN EVER EXPERIENCED
WANT AND HUNGER AGAIN UNTIL THE ALLIES
BURNT OR ROBBED ALL THE HUGE WAREHOUSES
OF THEIR CONTENTS IN 1945 AND AFTER.
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Any German who lived through that dreadful time
will tell you what the humanitarian “liberators” of
Germany doled out as food rations after their victory.
In the French zone of occupation it was officially 850
calories a day, in the American zone it was “officially”
a little more, whilst the inmates of Hitler’s concentration
camps (whose bony corpses you are still seeing daily on
TV and in the newspapers) received more than double
that amount of calories daily. The resultant famine and
death from starvation, particularly among the elderly and
infants, is well remembered by the German population.
They call it a “peace crime”. The food supply for any
secret UFO force (which is what Hitler himself called
the “last battalion”) had already been solved.
WHAT ABOUT THAT COUNTERFEIT MONEY?
What about funds? Well, let us examine some facts
which should also begin to give you clues as to why the
Jewish community insists on keeping the
“holocaust” in the forefront of people’s minds some
forty-plus years later. IT SIMPLY IS NOT LIKE
YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD IT IS, AND WAS!
Let us look into the counterfeit situation. Hitler had
again already planned, with great foresight, for this
inevitability. In captivity in concentration camps such
as Dachau, Buchenwald and Auschwitz, were Europe’s
best-known and most skilled forgers—many of them
JEWS. They were geniuses at their particular craft.
A secret order was issued from Berlin code-named
“Operation Bernhard”. All the forgery experts were
collected and were offered life and freedom if they
cooperated in producing for Hitler, perfect forgeries of
some of the allied currencies, but in particular, forgeries
of the British pound and the American dollar, in various
denominations. At first the forgers refused, but one by
one they cooperated and in an astonishingly short space
of time, they produced what seemed to be perfect
forgeries. The German government supplied from its
own papermills what is usually the stumbling block to
perfect counterfeiting—high quality paper. The plates
and paper were perfect, but not satisfied with their own
judgement, a secret agent was sent to neutral
Switzerland with a suitcase full of “German-made”
pounds and dollars as well as other currencies in all
denominations. This agent went to one of Switzerland’s
largest banks and requested to see the manager and
stated: “I am negotiating a business deal with a man I
suspect of being a Nazi agent, and he intends to pay me
in this currency with these bills. Please test them and
see if they are genuine.” The bank manager explained
he could not do this right away since it was in foreign
currency, so the Nazi agent left the bills with the bank
manager arranging to return within a few days. Upon
his return, he was told that the money was genuine, and
that the bank would be pleased to accept it for exchange.
The agent returned to Germany and the printing
presses started rolling in Auschwitz and Buchenwald.
Untold millions were printed, so much so that Britain,
after the war, withdrew from circulation its fivepound note—a first in British history.
“Come now, Hatonn” you say: “This is too much!”
Well, let us look at a documented incident and
sequel to this story.
Rumors persisted about Operation Bernhard long
after the end of the war and one such rumor was
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checked out quite thoroughly by you human entities.
For weeks a group of Austrian government frogmen
searched Lake Toplitz in Austria. Eventually they found
the wreckage of a German plane, the skeleton of the dead
pilot still strapped to his seat. In the hold were large metal
trunks which, when pried open, revealed over 300,000
British five-pound notes, in neat bundles, perfectly
unspoiled and with them, some of the printing plates. The
money was confiscated by the Austrian authorities,
although it was at that time useless as the five-pound note
had been withdrawn from circulation by the British.
Now remember the U-boat captain had paid for
his food in U.S. dollars and obviously had no
shortage of money since each crewmember of the
whaler had been given a $10 bonus.
It is not yet generally known that the entire
Reichsbank Treasure (All of Germany’s reserves)
disappeared from the bank vaults in Berlin before the
end of the war. Guinness Book Of World Records lists
this story under “The greatest unsolved robbery!” Dear
ones, that money is still viable indeed as a currency—
remember that the war was never officially ended?
NOTE: During the U.S. balance-of-payments crisis,
Time magazine carried an article about discussions taking
place at the Headquarters of the World Monetary Fund
in Basel, Switzerland. They found that 15 billion dollars
were in circulation, which should not really exist. One
wonders where that amount of money might come from,
wouldn’t you suspect? And that had naught to do with
the American hemisphere. So be it!
Please, let old Hatonn believe that you are beginning
to get a better perspective on current events. Why do
you suppose the Thatcher government sanctioned Bush’s
action in Panama? (The Panama “invasion” was to get
control of those banks—remember I told you?). Further,
WHO WERE THE ALLIES OF GERMANY IN WWII?
JAPAN PERHAPS? WHY DO YOU THINK YOU ARE
HAVING TROUBLE GETTING THE NEW MONEY
INTO CIRCULATION? OH, MY YES—INTRIGUE,
INTRIGUE AND JAMES BOND MAGNIFIED!!
Further, pay attention to the effort to keep the
“holocaust” (which we will point out probably did not
occur as you are told) alive and well: The Zionists
who initiated their Global Plan 2000 takeover of
world control know the enemy is at hand and are
ready to take on anything that comes along—for
THEY also have a Global Plan 2000 to takeover and
control the world—and the conspirators of the
Cartel of bankers are all mixed up within them all!
Now isn’t this grand game playing? Well, it would be
if the blind masses of humanity weren’t up for
enslavement and gross genocide and annihilation.
How could all these things be kept secret? Easy—no
one gives you any news—the media is totally controlled.
Let us look for a minute at the operation Antarctica and
Admiral Byrd’s expedition, then we can move on into
a brief discussion of why the big UFO cover-up.
A break, please. This computer is acting up.
Please open a new file to avoid any losses.
Hatonn to standby.
[END OF PART 6]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 6/19/
02 issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2 (6/26/02,
page 11); Part 3 (7/3/02, page 7); Part 4 (7/10/02,
page 10); Part 5 (7/17/02, page 5)—This Phoenix
Journal (#13) is out of print. All other Journals
are on sale for one-half price ($3.00). Please see
the back page for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
MOSSAD CHIEF: WWIII STARTED SEPT. 11
WorldNetDaily.com, 07/05/02

While Halevy pointed out that some Muslims seek
peace, he highlighted the growing acceptance and
influence of those bent on violence and destruction.
“Violent Radical Islam has been until now a
minority stream in the Islamic religion, and most
Muslims were—and one hopes they will continue to
be in the future—aspiring to peace and moderate in
their approach to life. But if the violent minority
groups are not restrained, and in many cases,
completely eliminated—then the statement ‘nothing
succeeds like success’ is liable to symbolize the terrible
threat to the basic fabric of the member countries of
NATO in which Muslim communities are growing and
developing, in numbers and in influence, while they
preserve their unique identity and culture.”…
Finishing his address with comments about
weapons of mass destruction, Halevy singled out
Iran, Syria, Iraq and Libya as serious threats.
“To sum up,” Halevy said, “preservation of the free
societies and the lives of their citizens must be
recognized as a basic right of every man and woman on
the Earth. We must shorten the days of criminal
countries and entities, that act not only as lords of their
destinies, but as lords of your destinies and ours.”
[JR: Mr. Halevy’s speech to the NATO ambassadors
is more of a sales pitch to gain support for future
U.S. and Israeli actions in the Middle East. I guess
that in the eyes of the Mossad our 911 tragedy was
definitely the start of the Zionist’s plan for WWIII.
It certainly got the U.S. mobilized to defend and
protect Israel against her deadliest enemy… her
Arab and Muslim neighbors. The Mossad chief
hints that Israel is left vulnerable by the deadly
guerrilla tactics used by the Muslim suicide
bombers and that the mighty Israeli military is
not effective against them. He left out how
effective the Israeli military is in terrorizing
Palestinian civilians and in destroying their towns
and cities. The Zionists have another concern to
vent about and that is that the Muslims are
adopting similar strategies that the false Jews
have used to gain influence and support in the
countries they migrate to. If the false Jews have
designated that all Muslims are a threat to the
world then they are expressing the same feelings
and concerns that many non-Jews have about
Israel. Mr. Halevy summed it up perfectly when he
said “we must shorten the days of criminal countries
and entities, that act not only as the lords of
their destinies, but as lords of yours and ours.”
Mr. Halevy, you couldn’t have stated it any better
for all of us goyim… thank you and Shalom!]

The head of Israel’s intelligence agency has
stated in a speech to NATO that he believes World
War III began on Sept. 11 when terrorists
attacked the United States.
Efraim Halevy, chief of the Mossad, spoke at a
meeting of the NATO Alliance Council in Brussels,
Belgium, according to a translation of his speech
posted on Gamla: News and Views from Israel.
The preface of the speech indicates it was originally
published in the Israeli daily Yidiot Aharonot on
June 28. Present at the meeting were ambassadors
from the 19 member nations of NATO.
Halevy began his talk by highlighting the
continuing terrorist attacks in Israel.
“Since the beginning of the Palestinian intifada
against Israel, more than 60 suicide attacks have been
executed against us. It is no longer a marginal
phenomenon, which characterizes a small and
extremist sector of the society. It is a phenomenon
that is developing at a quick pace into a half-legitimate
form of warfare. …” Halevy said.
He then presented his characterization of Sept. 11.
“The 11th of September was, if you will, an
official and biting declaration of World War III. Also
in the ’90s there were terror attacks—the explosions
that were executed simultaneously at the U.S.
embassies in Nairobi and Dar Es Salaam, the attack
on the American naval vessel Cole in Yemen.
There were terror acts in New York that brought
about arrests and convictions, but only on Sept.
11, was the die cast, and the true character of the
new war was revealed to the eyes of all.”
Coninued Halevy, “This is a war in which the
sides are not only countries but also terrorist
groups that operate almost with impunity. It is a
war which does not have clear fighting lines; it is
a war that is being waged against free societies,
with weapons and strategies we have not known
until now. It is a war which does not adhere to
the rules of war, or the international legal norms.”
Halevy criticized Syria’s acceptance by the
world community, as evidenced by its presence on
the United Nations Security Council, even as it
plays host to Palestinian terror groups.
“It is possible for Syria, which gives protection to
these groups, to receive a seat as a respected member
of the Security Council, and its representative even
serves this month as chairman of the Council,” Halevy
told the ambassadors, “and this at the very time when
U.S. AIR FORCE: ISRAEL HAS 400 NUKES,
the Palestinian Islamic Jihad sent a suicide attacker to
BUILDING NAVAL FORCE
blow up a bus in the north of Israel, and caused the
killing of around 20 people. The leader of this
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 07/04/02
organization, Ramadan Shalach, publicly took
responsibility for this attack from where he sits in his
A United States Air Force report asserts that Israel
Damascus headquarters, when he was interviewed by
the Al Jazeera television network, which millions is building a nuclear naval force meant to respond to any
nuclear strike by such countries as Iran or Iraq.
watch all over the Arab and Muslim world.”
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It is the first time a U.S. military institution
has stated that Israel has produced a hydrogen
bomb. The number of purported Israeli nuclear
weapons cited in the report is double that of
previous assessments.
The report, sponsored by the air force’s
Counterproliferation Center, asserts that the navy
can deploy any of what it asserts is Israel’s 400
atomic and hydrogen weapons, Middle East
Newsline reported. The center is located in the
Maxwell Air Force Base in Alabama.
In a report entitled “The Third Temple’s Holy
of Holies: Israel’s Nuclear Weapons,” U.S. Army
Col. Warner Farr said Israel’s nuclear arsenal has
grown from an estimated 13 nuclear bombs in
1967 to 400 nuclear and thermonuclear weapons.
Farr said Israel’s navy could deploy nuclear
weapons on the fleet of three German-built
Dolphin-class diesel submarines.
“Israel will then have a second strike
capability with nuclear cruise missiles, and this
capability could well change the nuclear arms race
in the Middle East,” the report, which Farr said is
based on unclassified sources, read. “Israeli
rhetoric on the new submarines labels them
‘national deterrent’ assets.”
The report said these nuclear missiles could have
a range of 350 kilometers. Israel would try to base
its nuclear naval force near Oman, with which Israel
has informal relations, the September 1999 report,
which was recently published by the center, said.
“The first basing options for the new secondstrike force of nuclear missile capable submarines
include Oman, an Arab nation with unofficial
Israeli relations, located strategically near Iran,”
the report said.
The U.S. Air Force Counterproliferation Center
was established in 1998. The center is meant to
help prepare air force commanders counter the
threat from weapons of mass destruction. The
report did not deem Israel’s purported nuclear
arsenal as a direct threat to the United States.
The report said Israel’s Defense Ministry has
requested from the government of Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon authorization for a retaliatory nuclear
strike. Israel could also use Jordanian air space
for a nuclear strike on Iran, which the report said
could produce a nuclear warhead as early as 2004.
[JR: Our U.S. military and intelligence is busy
seeking Taliban and al-Qaida terrorists
everywhere in the world yet they fail to recognize
the terrorist capabilities that the state of Israel
represents in the Middle East and to the U.S.
Just because the Zionists run this country it does
not mean that we have been excluded from
Israel’s list of perceived enemies. Israel has
denied for 40 years that she was developing
nuclear weapons at Dimona and now she feels
emboldened enough to announce to the world the
nuclear arsenal she has built while lying to us all.
If this doesn’t send shivers throughout the world
and not just through the Middle East then we are
all a bunch a sheep ready to march over the cliff
at Israel’s command. Israel is a terrorist state
and unless we non-Jew (Shemites) wake up to
that fact we will become the victims of our
Zionist rulers who intend to control every nation.
They fanatically believe that this is their heritage
because their G-d has decreed that it be so.]

ISRAEL ACHIEVES ICBM CAPABILITY
WorldNetDaily.com, 07/03/02
Israel has achieved the ability to produce
intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Israeli officials and experts said the nation’s
ICBM capability was demonstrated by its launch in
May of the Ofeq-5 satellite into space orbit. The
satellite was carried by a Shavit-class booster. The
Shavit booster was launched westward against the
Earth’s orbit, officials said. The direction was
decided to prevent the Ofeq from falling into enemy
hands if it failed in an eastward launch.
“The minute Israel can launch a satellite into orbit
around the earth to an altitude of hundreds of kilometers,
it established the capability to launch, by means of a
missile, a payload to any location on earth,” Moshe
Gelman, a leading Israeli space expert at the
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, said on
Wednesday. “We are talking about the laws of physics.”
Gelman said the path of a satellite booster is the
same as that of a ballistic missile. The difference is the
target—with a booster requiring greater energy to ensure
that it does not fall to earth with the satellite. …
The Shavit is said to be a derivative of the
Jericho surface-to-surface missile. The Jericho is
believed to have been last tested in the
Mediterranean two years ago.
U.S. officials have determined that the Shavit has a
range of 7,200 kilometers (4,464 miles), the Israeli
Ha’aretz daily said. The newspaper quoted Professor
Steve Fetter, a physicist at the University of Maryland,
that the Shavit could deliver a 775-kilogram warhead a
distance of 4,000 kilometers (2,480 miles).
Israel’s Jericho missile silo is said to be
located outside Bet Shemesh, about 25 kilometers
(16 miles) southwest of Jerusalem. The Londonbased Foreign Report asserted that a six-man
Palestinian insurgency cell captured on Monday
had attempted to blow up the missile facility.
[JR: There must be a short list as to what Israel
does not have, didn’t procure or maneuver for us
tax payers to pay for her arsenal. Israel is letting
us all know (weekly now) just what weapons she
has in her really big war chest. Her public relations
campaign through the media must not be doing the
job in selling her hostile actions to the rest of the
world. Israel’s message now is that she has the
arms and the means to use force against anyone
who thinks to challenge her… including the U.S.
Remember her deliberate attack on the USS
Liberty? She buried any investigations or inquiries
with intimidation and threats.]
‘JEWS-ONLY’ LAW IGNITES FIRESTORM
By Bradley Burston, Ha’aretz, 07/08/02
A proposed law that would allow Jews to bar Arabs
from buying homes in their communities could expose
Israel to a fresh wave of condemnation recalling the
now-rescinded UN resolution equating Zionism and
racism, critics of the bill said Wednesday.
In a decision that set off a storm of debate, Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon’s cabinet Sunday voted to endorse
a bill that would allow areas within Israel which have
been designated as state land to be devoted to residential
use by Jews alone. The bill still faces considerable
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legislative hurdles before it can be passed into law.
Although worded in the gray phraseology of
legislative practice, the measure goes to the heart of a
crucial dichotomy of modern Israel: how to maintain a
pluralistic state that is at once formally Jewish in
character and genuinely democratic in practice.
“If we are not already totally an apartheid
state, we are getting much, much closer to it,”
said former cabinet minister and leftist Meretz
party founder Shulamit Aloni.
“We are also moving farther and farther away
from the founding document of the state of Israel,”
she said, in a reference to the nation’s 1948
Declaration of Independence, which pledged
“development of the country for the benefit of all its
residents” and “complete social and political equality to
all its citizens, regardless of religion, race, or gender”.
The bill was prompted by a landmark Supreme
Court ruling over the efforts of the northern Israel
Jewish village of Katzir to bar an Israel Arab from
buying a house there. Although defined as a
“community settlement”, without the complex communal
interrelationships of kibbutzim and moshavim, Katzir
residents voted to keep Israeli Arab Adel Ka’adan from
buying a plot and building a house there.
After years of legal wrangling, the court in
March, 2000, accepted Ka’adan’s argument that
the policy of the Jewish Agency, the quasigovernmental body which adminsters state lands
for many Jewish villages, discriminated against
Arab citizens and was therefore illegal.
Sponsored by National Religious Party MK
Haim Druckman, critics said the proposed law
was designed to bypass the court decision,
formalizing dissemination on Israel’s lawbooks.
Education Minister Limon Livnat, who spearheaded
the cabinet decision to ratify the bill, said the purpose of
the measure was to clarify de facto policies in founding
specifically Jewish communities within the nation.”…
Livnat dismissed suggestions that the bill was antidemocratic, saying that each sector in israel should be
allowed to live among its own. Moreover, she said,
“All of us were raised on the same Zionist values,
according to which, the state of Israel may, from the
standpoint of national security—the wider view of
security, not necessarily of concrete security... foster the
value of a Galilee with a Jewish majority.”
But cabinet minister Dan Meridor, a conspicuous
dissenter as the cabinet endorsed the bill by a wide
margin, denounced the proposed law as “a grave error”
and “flagrantly discriminatory”.
“It is not permissible to allow an Israeli law to
state that a non-Jew may be prevented from living in
a particular place for security reasons,” Meridor said.
“This is not a security matter at all. There is no
need for flagrant discrimination.” Indeed, he said,
by contrast to discrimination that Jews have
experienced in the Diaspora, the Jewish state
legally does not discriminate against non-Jews.
“As to the charges that Zionism is racism—
what are we ourselves saying here?”…
Aloni, an attorney, said Israel had already put
segregation into effect in a number of ways, among them
in appropriating Arab-owned land, designating it as “state
land”, and earmarking it for use by specifically Jewish
towns and villages. She angrily dismissed suggestions
that the law was an outgrowth of Israeli-Arab rioting at
the outset of the current Palestinian uprising. “If you
see this as a life-and-death matter, that means that the
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state of Israel views its Arab citizens as the enemy.”
“Perhaps we should turn every Israeli Arab village
into a detention camp, like we do in the occupied
territories, so that Druckman and the rest of the
messianics could take away their land as well,” Aloni
said. “By the right of our might, we are acting as a
racist nation. South Africa, as well, was White and
democratic. But that was not the intention here.”…
As the debate over the proposed law intensified,
Livnat said she viewed the decision as “a very great
victory for those who view Israel as a democratic
Jewish state as opposed as those who see it as the
nation of all its citizens. There is no racism in this.”
Livnat bristled when an interviewer on state-owned
Israel Radio went further, drawing a parallel to antiSemitic laws in Nazi Germany. “When the Jews came
here after the World War Two Nazi Holocaust, perhaps
it would not have been expected that Jews would do
something like this to Arabs,” the interviewer said. …
[JR: Since the Zionists have long maintained the
practice of discrimination against Arabs and
Palestinians in the occupied territories, why make
it a law? If exclusion is part of “Zionist values”
and beliefs then why deny that it is anything but and
try to pass it off as vital to Israeli security. The
pending law that would allow Jews to bar
Palestinians from buying homes in Jewish
communities is anti-Shemitism (Semitism) in its
purest form. Why aren’t all the non-Jews (goyim)
besides the Muslims making loud protests regarding
this issue? The false Jews exalt themselves above
everyone else as well as the law that we are made
to or are forced to abide by in order to protect them
from their unlawful acts. Neither the God of
Creation that made all races nor any other God so
named has decreed that the Jews are a special race
who should rule over us all. If the White Christian
coalition thinks that by supporting Zionist causes
they are being goodly and godly, they had better
ponder how little love there is in the Zionist world
we now live in. The G_d of Zion is evil in concept
and rules only through fear and hate. Only the
deceived have yet to notice.]
U.S. ENVOY CREATES STORM IN BOLIVIA
By Hector Tobar and Andrew Enever,
Los Angeles Times, 07/07/02
LA PAZ, Bolivia—The election to pick this
Andean nation’s next president has devolved into
a morass of accusations and conspiracy theories,
with an American diplomat and a former coca
farmer at the center of the controversy.
Did U.S. Ambassador Manuel Rocha shape the
outcome of the election by publicly attacking a
leftist candidate who is critical of U.S. foreign
policy? Three of the top four vote-getters in
Sunday’s election seem to think so.
After six days of vote counting, nearly complete
official returns Friday left the race a virtual three-way
tie. The Bolivian Congress will meet Aug. 6 to choose
the next president from the top two vote-getters.
Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada, the center-right
candidate who served as president from 1993 to
1997, appeared likely to win, despite garnering just
22.5 percent of the vote as of Friday evening.
But Evo Morales, the Aymara Indian and former
coca farmer who founded the Movement Toward

Socialism, may also be a big winner. Long an opponent
of U.S.-backed efforts to eliminate the farming of coca
leaves—used, among other things, to make cocaine—
Morales is now poised to become the leader of the
largest opposition party in Congress.
All 157 seats in both houses of Congress were also
at stake in the election. Morales’ party won seven seats
in the 27-member Senate and 26 seats in the 131member Chamber of Deputies, making the Movement
Toward Socialism the second-largest party in both
houses of Congress, behind the Nationalist
Revolutionary Movement of Sanchez de Lozada.
“I am happy, there is enormous satisfaction,
above all for the people, the people who are
discriminated against,” said Morales, best-known
for organizing coca farmers in the region around
Cochabamba in central Bolivia. “The people have
voted against any further eradication of coca, not
only in Cochabamba but in all Bolivia.”
Morales and his followers say that coca is a
traditional crop used for home remedies and that the
farmers who grow it would go broke if forced to grow
something else. Most analysts here say support for
Morales grew—from 4 percent in polls earlier this year
to 20.8 percent in last weekend’s election—largely due
to Rocha’s repeated attacks on the coca growers.
Just days before the vote, Rocha suggested a
Morales victory would mean the end of American aid.
“The Bolivian electorate must consider the consequences
of choosing leaders somehow connected with drug
trafficking and terrorism,” Rocha said June 26.
To many, Morales became a symbol of Bolivian
national honor in the face of “Yankee imperialism”.
Now, Morales’ strong showing has thrown the
political process into turmoil. The leaders of all of
Bolivia’s major parties have said they would not join
a coalition government with Morales. But leaders of
the same parties do not seem keen to make a deal with
Sanchez de Lozada and his party either.
On Thursday, spokesmen for two major parties
said that the American ambassador’s statements were
part of a plan to help Sanchez de Lozada win the
election. The ambassador, the argument went,
attacked Morales to divert votes from other, more
centrist candidates, including the second-place
finisher, Manfred Reyes Villa, the mayor of
Cochabamba, who had 20.9 percent of the vote.
Morales has said his party will not ally itself
with any of the major party candidates.
[JR: What kind of Socialism in Bolivia are we
talking about here? Is the populist power to the
people movement setting off the alarm bells and not
Socialism? Our U.S. brand of democracy could be
considered as socialistic as all power is concentrated
in the hands of the few sitting at the top of the
pyramid in D.C. The Bolivian voters will be
pressured with warnings from the establishment
who just hate to lose that nice U.S. aid and all the
bribes that come with it. The populist people
movement is gaining momentum and it makes
the ones in control very uncomfortable. Should
Morales win, compromises will have to be made
unless U.S. Ambassador Rocha has given
assurances that such is not in our plans that he
should win. The U.S. did not learn anything from
the Venezuelan debacle when we backed a failed
coup to oust President Chavez? The people in
Latin America are catching on to our dirty tricks
even if the ones in power care not to.]
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WHY IS THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
PROTECTING THE ANTHRAX TERRORIST?

Pravda,Ru—nyc.indymedia.org—wsws.org, 07/03/02
An extraordinary commentary published in
Tuesday’s New York Times declares that the FBI
is refusing to arrest or seriously investigate the
most obvious suspect in the anthrax attacks last
fall which killed five people.
The allegations made by Times columnist
Nicholas Kristof are so serious that they deserve
immediate and thorough public investigation. But
so far, both the Bush administration and the media
have remained silent on what is, without
exaggeration, one of the most astounding articles
ever to appear in a major American newspaper.
Kristof indicts the FBI’s “lackadaisical ineptitude in
pursuing the anthrax killer”, writing: “Almost everyone
who has encountered the FBI anthrax investigation is
aghast at the bureau’s lethargy. Some in the biodefense
community think they know a likely culprit, whom I’ll
call Mr. Z. Although the bureau has polygraphed
Mr. Z., searched his home twice and interviewed him
four times, it has not placed him under surveillance
or asked its outside handwriting expert to compare
his writing to that on the anthrax letters.”
Kristof confirms that the identity of the prime
suspect is well known in media and government
circles, although he chooses not to name the
name. “If Mr. Z. were an Arab national,” Kristof
comments, “he would have been imprisoned long
ago. But he is a true-blue American with close
ties to the U.S. Defense Department, the CIA and
the American biodefense program.”
The columnist places this negligence in the
context of a larger pattern, including a decision to
allow anthrax stocks held by Iowa State University—
in Ames, Iowa, namesake of the toxic strain used in
the letters—to be incinerated rather than tested. The
FBI delayed testing the anthrax in the unopened letter
to Senator Leahy until December, and has still not
finished testing anthrax strains obtained from private,
U.S. government and overseas labs for comparison.
Lie detector tests were not administered to biowarfare
scientists at Ft. Detrick, Maryland and Dugway
Proving Ground in Utah until last month.
Kristof concludes his column with a series of
pointed questions to the FBI. He writes:
“Do you know how many identities and
passports Mr. Z. has and are you monitoring his
international travel? I have found at least one alias for
him, and he has continued to travel abroad on
government assignments, even to Central Asia.
“Why was his top security clearance
suspended in August, less than a month before the
anthrax attacks began? This move left him
infuriated. Are the CIA and military intelligence
agencies cooperating fully with the investigation?
“Have you searched the isolated residence that he
had access to last fall? The FBI has known about this
building, and knows that Mr. Z. gave Cipro to people
who visited it. This property and many others are legally
registered in the name of a friend of Mr. Z., but may
be safe houses operated by American intelligence.
“Have you examined whether Mr. Z. has
connections to the biggest anthrax outbreak among
humans ever recorded, the one that sickened more than
10,000 Black farmers in Zimbabwe in 1978-80? There
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is evidence that the anthrax was released by the White
Rhodesian Army fighting against Black guerrillas, and
Mr. Z. has claimed that he participated in the White
army’s much-feared Selous Scouts. Could rogue
elements of the American military have backed the
Rhodesian Army in anthrax and cholera attacks against
Blacks? Mr. Z’s resumé also claims involvement in the
former South African Defense Force; all else aside, who
knew that the U.S. Defense Department would pick an
American who had served in the armed forces of two
White-racist regimes to work in the American biodefense
program with some of the world’s deadliest germs?”
This extraordinarily detailed description reveals that
the identity of the anthrax mailer is well known in
official Washington circles. Hundreds of people in the
Bush administration, Congress and the media must have
access to this information, but it has been deliberately
withheld from the American people. The FBI has issued
statement after statement suggesting that there has been
little progress in the investigation, declaring that no
definite suspects have been identified, or appealing to
the public for “tips” which might lead them to a terrorist
whose name they were apparently given last October.
Kristof’s central accusation is that the anthrax
investigation has reached a dead end, not because of the
lack of evidence, but because the prime suspect has
powerful friends in high places and enjoys official
protection. “Mr. Z.” can’t be arrested because he
knows too much, and because his backers in the U.S.
military-intelligence apparatus won’t permit it. To arrest
him would entail the exposure of the U.S. government
in horrific international and domestic crimes, including
the deliberate killing of American citizens.
Moreover, as one of Kristof’s questions indicates,
“Mr. Z.” is still on active service for the Bush
administration, traveling to Central Asia “on government
assignments”, despite being suspected of murdering five
people in the United States. He is truly an untouchable.
The anthrax terrorist targeted the Democratic
leadership in the U.S. Senate, sending the two letters
with the deadliest doses of anthrax to Senate Majority
Leader Thomas Daschle and Judiciary Committee
Chairman Patrick Leahy. Kristof’s column points
inexorably to the conclusion that the Bush administration
is an accessory after the fact—if not before it—in the
attempted assassination of the official political opposition.
The very fact that such a charge is suggested on the
editorial pages of the leading U.S. newspaper is an
indication of the extent to which “normal” democratic
processes and procedures have disintegrated in America.
The Times is a major institution of the American
ruling Elite, and a longtime conduit for sections of
the U.S. national security apparatus. It could only
publish such a column under circumstances of a
raging subterranean battle within the state—one in
which the American people have no say.
Kristof’s column gives a rare glimpse of a sort of
parallel universe, one which normally goes unreported
and unacknowledged in the “mainstream” media.
Top officials of the U.S. government—President
Bush, Vice President Cheney, Attorney General
Ashcroft, CIA Director Tenet, FBI Director Mueller—
are linked to a criminal conspiracy to protect a
government-trained military assassin. And their
Democratic opponents, the apparent targets of the killer,
are too cowed to say anything publicly, although one can
imagine the private discussions on Capitol Hill Tuesday
morning as congressmen and senators read the Times
column. This is not a Costa-Gavras film, but the real

state of affairs in the America of 2002.
[JR: Isn’t it great to have such connections in the
“Beltway”? Even to know too much (about whom?)
that makes those in high places in Washington not
want to publicly point the finger at or imply that a
certain person might be suspect in the anthrax
attacks last fall which killed five people. Do you
suppose this person might reveal in court what the
U.S. government is really involved in? I shudder
just thinking about it. According to Slate.msm.com,
“Kristof identified the man only as ‘Mr. Z.’
…As one TP reader pointed out, ‘Mr. Z.’ is
almost assuredly Stephen Hatfill. …Among the
media outlets that have in the past week reported
on the FBI’s interest in Hatfill, and actually named
him, are: CBS, ABC, NPR, AP, the Hartford
Courant, the Baltimore Sun, and the NYT itself.”
For those wanting to know all the rather
interesting details about this Stephen Hatfill,
check out the article by Laura Rozen in The
American Prospect at http://www.prospect.org/
webfeatures/2002/06/rozen-l-06-27.html. You just
might learn something you didn’t want to know.]
DOCUMENTING THE MASSACRE IN MAZAR
By Genevieve Roja, AlterNet, 07/08/02
A documentary film by Scottish filmmaker
Jamie Doran titled “Massacre at Mazar” offers
eyewitness testimony and film footage of human
remains and mass graves of what may be damning
evidence of mass killings at Sherberghan and
Mazar-I-Sharif in Northern Afghanistan.
The massacre allegedly took place in November
2001, when Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum of the Northern
Alliance took control of Kunduz, and accepted the
surrender of about 8,000 Taliban fighters that included
al-Qaida, Chechens, Uzbeks and Pakistanis. Almost 500
suspected al-Qaida members were taken to the Qala
Jangi prison fortress (where a revolt would eventually
leave one CIA agent dead and make John Walker Lindh
a household name), while the remainder of the
prisoners—about 7,500—were loaded in containers and
transported to the Qala-I-Zeini fortress, almost halfway
between Mazar-I-Sharif and Sherberghan Prison.
Human rights advocates say that close to 5,000 of
the original 8,000 are missing.
Eyewitnesses in Doran’s film claim that many of the
prisoners may have suffocated in the nearly airless
shipping containers en route to their destinations.
Others were shot when Northern Alliance soldiers
fired into the containers to create air holes. And
their bodies may have been buried in mass graves.
Doran—who has not released his film to the public
in order to protect the identities of eyewitnesses—
recently showed 20 minutes of his film to members of
the German parliament June 12 and to the members of
the European parliament and press on June 13.
The screening drew a prompt response from
human rights activists, including Andrew McEntee,
former Amnesty International UK chair, who demanded
an independent investigation. French Euro MP Francis
Wurtz said he would address the massacre at a
parliament meeting this month, while his other colleagues
said they would enlist the help of the International
Committee of the Red Cross to conduct an investigation.
Doran, a veteran BBC filmmaker, says
“Massacre at Mazar” includes key testimony from
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various eyewitnesses who offer compelling
evidence of a human rights tragedy, including:
—an Afghan general who explains how he
helped unload and load “around 200, maybe up to
300 [prisoners] in each” container.
—an anonymous Afghan soldier who says he “hit
the containers with bullets to make holes for ventilation.
Some of them were killed inside the containers and then
we sent them on to Sherberghan.” When asked who
gave the order, he said “the commanders ordered me to
hit the containers to make holes for ventilation and
because of that some of the prisoners were killed.”
—a local taxi driver who says he “smelled
something strange” when he stopped for gas. “I asked
the petrol attendant where the smell was coming from.
He said ‘Look behind you,’ and there were trucks with
containers fixed on them ... Blood was leaking from the
containers—they were full of dead bodies.”
—two civilian drivers who say they drove trucks of
men to Dasht Leili, “where [the prisoners] were shot.”
A driver tells Doran that there were American soldiers
present at Dasht Leili. “How many Americans were
with you?” Doran asks. The driver replies, “30 or 40.”
—an Afghan soldier who claims to have been
present “when an American soldier broke one
prisoner’s neck and poured acid on others. The
Americans did whatever they wanted. We had no
power to stop them.”
Doran’s film—and the allegations of mass
killings—has received extensive media coverage in
Europe, but is getting little attention in the U.S.
The lack of reaction, says Doran, puts the safety
of the graves in jeopardy with each passing day.
The U.S. military is denying any knowledge of
or involvement in a massacre.
A Pentagon official was quoted by the
Guardian (U.K.) as saying that “the U.S. Central
Command looked into it a few months ago, when
allegations first surfaced when there were graves
discovered in the area of Sherberghan prison.
They looked into it and did not substantiate any
knowledge, presence or participation of U.S. service
members.” Pentagon spokesman Marine Corps Lt.
Col. Dave Lapan told reporters that he considered the
allegations of torture to be “highly suspect”.
“Our service members don’t participate in
torture of any type,” said Lapan.
Doran is skeptical about the Pentagon’s position.
“Military is about chain of command,” he says,
“and the question is who was running the show?
Was it the Afghans or the Americans? If you’ve ever
seen Western forces alongside foreign forces, there’s
never a question about who’s in charge.” Doran
says even if there is no conclusive evidence of direct
American participation, the U.S. troops are still
responsible for tragedies that occur under their
watch. “If they’re going to be involved, they need
to answer for this. By law,” he says.
While the extent of U.S. participation is still
debatable, the evidence pointing to mass-scale
executions is piling up.
Boston-based Physicians for Human Rights sent
an investigative team in January and a forensics team
to Afghanistan the following month. “We spoke to
an NGO staff person who was an eyewitness to
three large container trucks being backed into
Sherberghan, which was being bulldozed,” PHR
consultant John Heffernan says. “There he saw a
number of Northern Alliance soldiers, holding their
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arms up to their noses, indicating a bad smell.”
“There was certainly evidence of skeletal
remains and clothing and bulldozer tracks,” he
says. PHR’s forensics experts were later “able to
conduct a thorough assessment—without
exhuming the bodies—that these were fresh
remains.” The organization compiled a report on their
findings from two alleged mass graves and submitted
it to the U.S. State Department, the Department of
Defense and British government officials. …
In May, the UN exhumed 15 bodies and
performed autopsies on three from a test trench.
They concluded that the three had died from
suffocation and that the victims were ethnically
Pashtun, indicating that they were more than likely
Taliban. But the UN has not released any
statement or announced a course of action.
However, the human rights groups who are
committed to taking action may be getting in the
way of justice, as well.
“I’ve noticed in the last week, a rivalry kicking
in,” says Doran, who has been contacted by
several government officials, human rights groups
and NGOs. They’re each claiming, “‘We want to
do the grave,’ ‘No, we want to do the grave.’ Yet
none of them are ensuring the safety (of the
graves),” says an angry and frustrated Doran.
Heffernan agrees there is an urgent need for
immediate action, be it exhuming the graves or
ensuring their protection.
“PHR thinks it’s essential that an accountability
mechanism be a truth commission or a tribunal,” he
says. “Whatever will facilitate reconciliation and
recovery so that this stuff doesn’t happen again.”
[JR: In every war there are substantial reports
of massacres, atrocities and abuses lodged against
all sides and often fabricated for propaganda
purposes, but each case should be investigated by
legitimate and unbiased investigators. If the
bully on the block is claimed to be abusive, you
don’t just ask the bully what happened, you make
a special attempt to talk to all victims and any
witnesses. Since the U.S. and its NATO allies
have recruited, backed, supplied and financed the
Northern Alliance, the accountability also rests
with all of NATO for the actions of “their”
Northern Alliance fighters. This might be
another case that could be referred to the
International War Crimes Court. Everyone
seems to want power over others but without
accountability. To me, power and accountability
are the two sides of the same coin.]
BALKANS TRIBUNAL TURNS TO CLINTON
By Jeffrey T. Kuhner, Washington Times, 07/08/02
ZAGREB, Croatia—The Balkans war crimes tribunal
is examining whether charges are warranted against
former President Clinton and his aides for supporting a
1995 military offensive by Croatia that recaptured
territory then held by rebel Serbian forces.
The Croatian World Congress sent a letter last
week demanding that Carla Del Ponte, the chief
prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), open a criminal
investigation into Mr. Clinton and other top officials
of his administration for “aiding and abetting indicted
Croatian Gen. Ante Gotovina in a 1995 Croatian

military operation known as ‘Operation Storm’”.
When asked if the prosecutor’s office plans to indict
Mr. Clinton and U.S. officials, Florence Hartmann,
spokeswoman for Mrs. Del Ponte, said: “We are
working on the basis of an ongoing investigation.”
Besides Mr. Clinton, others named in the complaint
are former National Security Adviser Anthony Lake,
former Deputy National Security Adviser Samuel Berger,
Ambassador Richard Holbrooke and former U.S.
Ambassador to Croatia Peter Galbraith.
Fears that American officials and soldiers will be
prosecuted for participating in UN-backed peacekeeping
efforts lie behind the Bush administration’s threat to
scuttle the present UN peacekeeping mission in Bosnia.
The threat is part of a dispute involving a separate
but similar UN tribunal, the International Criminal Court,
which was modeled after the ICTY and opened its
doors last week. Both courts are based in The Hague.
The Balkans court angered U.S. officials two years
ago when it acknowledged it was looking into a similar
complaint against NATO commanders for their role in
the 1999 U.S.-led bombing campaign in Yugoslavia.
Court officials said at the time they felt obliged to
look into all complaints placed before them, but they
dropped the matter after a preliminary investigation.
Gen. Gotovina was indicted by the ICTY in
June 2001 on charges that he exercised “command
responsibility” over a military campaign in which
150 Serbian civilians were killed.
Secretly supported by the Clinton administration,
Croatian forces launched a massive three-day military
offensive—known as “Operation Storm”—on Aug. 4,
1995, in which Croatia recovered territories occupied
by rebel Serbs following Zagreb’s drive for
independence from Yugoslavia in 1991.
The Croatian World Congress, a nongovernmental
organization (NGO) that advises the United Nations, said
it believes neither Gen. Gotovina nor Clinton
administration officials are guilty of war crimes.
However, it said that if Mrs. Del Ponte insists on
prosecuting Gen. Gotovina, then American officials
should be prosecuted in the interests of “evenhanded
justice” because they played a pivotal role in aiding the
general’s campaign in Operation Storm.
The Croatian World Congress said the U.S.
administration gave the green light for the operation and
provided diplomatic and political support for it.
But the NGO stressed that “the most just
outcome would be to withdraw the indictment
against Gen. Gotovina.”…
Rep. Henry J. Hyde, Illinois Republican and
chairman of the House Committee on International
Relations, said in a May 29 letter to Secretary of
State Colin L. Powell that at committee hearings on
the ICTY, “Testimony was presented at our hearing
questioning the factual basis for this indictment.”…
Mr. Hyde said the ongoing investigation in the
Gotovina case poses “risks” that U.S. officials would be
prosecuted by the “UN tribunal for formulating or
carrying out U.S. government policy.”…
[JR: These charges will go the way like those
against Sharon of Israel… nowhere. All of
those mentioned with Clinton are closely
connected ethnically as well as politically to
Israel. It would be difficult to get all in one
courtroom unless someone decides to make
Clinton the fall guy. Clinton could well get off
with his “define IS” defense which he so
successfully used in his impeachment hearing.
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Most world leaders are above the law and
protected from facing judgement for their
deeds while in office. There is always the hope
that one day their victims will see true justice.
If not in this world certainly in the next.]
CHENEY LAUDED ANDERSEN’S ADVICE
AT HALLIBURTON
Daily News, 07/11/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—A 1996 promotional
videotape has surfaced that features Dick Cheney
praising the now-disgraced Andersen accounting
firm for going above and beyond routine audits for
the company he ran for five years.
The oil services firm the vice president once
headed, Halliburton Co., is being investigated by
the Securities and Exchange Commission for the
way it accounted for cost overruns on construction
jobs during Cheney’s tenure. Cheney and the
company were sued Wednesday by a watchdog
group alleging fraudulent accounting practices, a suit
the White House dismissed as lacking merit.
The Wall Street Journal obtained a copy of the
video, on which Cheney and six other executives
are shown applauding the accounting firm.
“One of the things I like that they do for us is
that, in effect, I get good advice, if you will, from
their people based upon how we’re doing business
and how we’re operating, over and above the, just
sort of the normal by-the-books audit
arrangement,” said Cheney, who was chief
executive of Halliburton from 1995 to 2000.
The four-minute video was produced by
Andersen in 1996.
The suit against Cheney and Halliburton was
filed by Judicial Watch. It accuses Halliburton of
exaggerating revenues by $445 million from 1999
through the end of 2001.
“Halliburton overstated profits that many
American citizens relied upon. That’s fraudulent
security practices and it resulted in those Americans
suffering huge losses,” said Larry Klayman, chairman
and general counsel of Judicial Watch.
The lawsuit was filed in federal court in Dallas.
White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said Cheney’s
staff members “believe the suit is without merit.”
Halliburton also denied wrongdoing.
[JR: Pres. Bush Jr. picked Cheney to be his V.P.
running mate when Cheney was CEO of the
Halliburton Co. that is the major equipment/
services supplier to most oil companies. Cheney
has enjoyed being a close ally of Bush Sr. and his
family and served as Pres. Bush the First’s
Defense Sec. The connection between business
and government is just too obvious here.
Halliburton is just one of several (and counting)
major corporations which have cooked the books
that turned debts into profits. There seems to be
a lot of Harry Potters sitting in high places failing
their lessons in magic numbers these days.
Cheney and others of his ilk are mini-gods
with narrow minds who have very large egos
who rule over their micro world built on fraud
and greed. Remember the motto of the have
it all ’90s was… “It’s the economy stupid.”
Well today it’s still about the economy,
people… so where is all the money?]
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“MARK OF THE BEAST”
Las Vegas Tribune, 6/26/02
Despite statements by George W. Bush against the
imposition of an internal passport system on American
citizens, powerful bureaucratic forces are moving ahead
with a Soviet-style system anyhow.
The rat in the woodpile is the Virginia-based
American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators (AAMVA), a special-interest lobby
for state-level department of motor vehicle (DMV)
bureaucrats. Instead of braving an open debate
about building a national internal passport system,
these unelected state employees are pressing
Congress to force their elected overseers (state
legislators) to issue multi-purpose federal I.D.s.
Specifically, AAMVA wants $100 million in
federal funding and mandates to require state
DMVs to phase in driver’s licenses that are
actually nationally-standardized, one-size-fits-all,
high-tech identity cards. This post-September 11
bureaucratic power-play culminated in an AAMVAnational I.D. planning conference in Virginia last
month. Fortunately, several participants at the
AAMVA meeting have come forward and supplied
critical information about it to The American Sentinel.
AAMVA lays the foundation for an internal
U.S. passport system: In the wake of September
11, the hard-left Progressive Policy Institute (PPI)
has circulated a 12-page working blueprint for the
c o m i n g U . S. i n t e rn a l pas s por t s ys tem, titled
Modernizing the State Identification System:
An Action Agenda: PPI’s scheme calls for
AAMVA to phase out standard state-issued drivers
licenses in favor of technologically-advanced smart
cards—specifically designed to become the core of
a federal monitoring/approval system for travel,
employment, financial activity, hunting/fishing
licences and health care.
In 1993, leftists learned a hard lesson when
Congress rejected Hillary Clinton’s in-your-face directive
for a federally-issued national health I.D. card.
To avoid a repeat of that debacle (in which the
backlash cost Democrats the Congress in 1994),
the PPI’s February blueprint for an internal U.S.
passport system emphasizes the need for a lowerprofile approach, by which state DMVs are tasked
to do the political dirty-work of fingerprinting lawabiding Americans.
This back-door path to an internal U.S. passport
system creates the false appearance that the phasing in
of high-tech I.D. cards (including fingerprints or other
biometric identifier) are isolated state-level decisions, and
not part of a universal directive from Washington.
Leftists fear a public debate on a national I.D.:
Here’s why:
Revealingly, Progressive Policy Institute’s
otherwise scholarly blueprint for a U.S. internal
passport system actually scolds defenders of the
Constitution as an impediment to their plans
(especially as it relates to PPI’s call for the entire
U.S. population to submit to fingerprinting and retina
scans—criminals and law-abiding citizens alike). …
Since September 11, the AAMVA’s Task Force on
Identification Security has been repackaging its longstanding wish-list of citizen surveillance schemes to track
the movements of Americans. This includes: Checklist
for Security in Large-Scale Authentication Programs,

Establishing a National System for State-Issued
Secure Personal Identification, and many other
initiatives, including the Defense Department Facial
Recognition Test Evaluation Report.
Planning deliberations from the AAMVA’s Task
Force on Identification Security are closely-guarded
secrets. (The details remain out of public view on a
heavily encrypted part of the AAMVA web site.)
Another revealing aspect of the AAMVA Task Force is
its heavy reliance on U.S. military and intelligence
community expertise, which is apparently being
harnessed to create a national identity system to be
aimed at law-abiding U.S. citizens.
The Progressive Policy Institute’s blueprint for
a national identity system with AAMVA reads like
George Orwell’s 1984. At its core is a call for all
individuals in our society to be under the perpetual
observance of the central authorities.
Consider that according to the PPI paper, the
federal government should finance the technology to
give each state-issued card sufficient micro-chip data
storage capacity necessary to: gain instant access on
a subject’s fingerprints and retina characteristics with
the swipe of a card; act as a universal credit card—
i.e. paperless cash; store a complete medical,
criminal, financial, and tax dossier; create a
permanent record of travel patterns; serve as a
mandatory travel pass for airports, car rentals, bus
tickets, and substitute as an international travel visa,
serve as a voter registration card, and hunting/
fishing license. It is to be linked directly to all
federal agencies, so that card can be used to
verify that its holder is not delinquent on taxes or
child support, and have a capability to be disabled
from a central location at the discretion of any
government agency, instantly rendering its holder
unable to travel or function in society.
It’s noteworthy that the PPI paper’s recitation
of uses for a national I.D. system conspicuously
avoids mention of its obvious utility as a
mechanism for national gun registration. To do
so, of course, would draw unwelcome attention
and opposition from the NRA and other powerful
gun rights organizations—and their millions of
members against the AAMVA/PPI plan for a
national identity system. Meanwhile, on November
19, President George W. Bush authorized the
Transportation Security Administration to begin
planning for a trusted traveler card system.
According to the Washington Post, the hightech card will be presented as an option to
travelers who want to escape long security lines at
airports. In turn, each participant will voluntarily
submit to detailed personal background checks by
federal bureaucrats, including fingerprint and retina
scans. In short, the authorities now have an
avowed policy of herding Americans into a national
system of internal passports.
Editors Note: Tell Congress you oppose funding
for a national I.D. card system! Make a copy of this
lead story and send it to your representatives and
Senators. Make it plain in no uncertain terms that
you oppose Congressional funding for the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrator’s
(AAMVA) plan to standardize all state-issued
drivers licenses as a defacto federal I.D. ( write
c/o U.S. House of Representatives, Wash., D.C.
20515; U.S. Senate, Wash., DC 20510).
[JR: Washington D.C. continues to convince the
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American citizen to give up their right to privacy for
the sake of false security. The elitists have created
or allowed dangerous situations to develop to
generate fear, insecurity and panic among
Americans so they will willingly give up their rights
of freedom. For decades, the pursuit of a “national
I.D.” has been pushed forward with subtlety through
various movements, such as one connecting almost
everything to your Social Security Number (SSN).
They require your SSN for driver license, fishing
license, gun permits, et al. to the point that
everyone asks you for your Social Security Number,
even though by law your SSN is not to be used as
an I.D. Even to get a library card they wanted my
SSN. I asked them, “Are you going to pay me
interest that will be reported to the Social Security
Administration? If not, then you don’t need my
SSN.” With everyone requesting your SSN, no
wonder there has been a drastic rise in stolen
identities. And what do you suppose the
government will do for you? They will convince you
to accept their “SUPER SECURE” technologicallyadvanced smart cards with your finger print or
retina characteristics that will act as a universal
credit card and National I.D. And guess what… you
will thank them for making you feel safe, while
every local, state and federal agency has access to
all your personal and private information that can
be sold to all the marketing agencies [and worse].
You have freely given up all your rights to privacy,
but at least you now “feel” safe and secure in the
fact that Big Brother is now watching over you!]
“ONE NATION UNDER GOD” VS.
ZIONIST PROTOCOL XIV
(ASSAULT ON RELIGION)
By Ernesto Cienfuegos, La Voz de Aztlan, 06/27/02
Los Angeles, Alta California (ACN)—The decision
by the Federal Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals to
declare the Pledge of Allegiance unconstitutional
because of its inclusion of the phrase “One nation
under God” has created much heated debate here in
Los Angeles. The decision was made by a 3-judge
panel in San Francisco by a vote of 2 to 1. The two
judges that voted in favor are Judge Alfred T.
Goodwin and Judge Stephen Reinhardt. The
dissenting vote was cast by Judge Ferdinand F.
Fernandez, a native Alta Californian.
What political forces are behind “taking God”
totally out of the public schools? An analysis of the
backgrounds of the two judges behind the vote and
of Michael A. Newdow who filed as plaintiff,
originally in Florida, will provide some clues.
Firstly, lets analyze the background of Judge Stephen
Reinhardt, one of the two judges voting in favor. Well
its just happens that Judge Reinhardt is married to
Jewess Ramona Ripston who is the Executive Director
of the ACLU of Southern California. Now, all well
informed Americans should know what the ACLU stands
for. The ACLU National Board of Directors are pretty
much all Jews and their headquarters are in New York
City. This is the principal group in America that has
spent millions in filing court cases to eliminate “prayer”
in our schools but at the same time have filed case after
case to defend the homosexual and lesbian lifestyles.
This is the principal group that will terrorize any public
school teacher that dares to utter the words “Jesus
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Christ” in the classroom. Starting to get the picture?
Secondly, let us analyze the background of
Judge Alfred T. Goodwin. This man is known
here in the Californian Mexican-American
community as “El Juez Judas” because of his antiJesus sentiments he has demonstrated throughout
his legal career. He is 78 years old. The
newspaper Sacramento Bee quoted Judge Goodwin
as saying, “Leading schoolchildren in a pledge that
says the United States is “one nation under God” is
as objectionable as making them say “we are a nation
‘under Jesus,’”! This is a vehemently anti-Christian
statement and it says that he voted for declaring the
“Pledge” unconstitutional because he does not like
Jesus Christ. La Voz de Aztlan believes that the
whole issue is one of Jews against Christians.
As further proof, lets us analyze the background
of the plaintiff Michael A. Newdow. This is not the
first time that Mr. Newdow has brought a suit in
federal court to “eliminate Jesus Christ” in
government affairs. In May of this year U.S. District
Judge Lawrence K. Karlton tossed out of court a suit
to make President Bush stop mixing politics and his
Christian faith. The federal court declared that the
courts have no authority to restrain a president from
acting in a particular fashion. Newdow built his
lawsuit against Bush around a prayer delivered at the
2000 inauguration by the Rev. Franklin Graham that
was based on Christian beliefs and referenced “the
Lord Jesus Christ”. Again, the whole issue is not
about God but about Jesus Christ. The initial suit
against the “One nation under God” clause was
actually first brought before a federal district court in
Florida. There it was struck down and Newdow
decided to appeal. It looks like Newdow got some
help from the Jewish ACLU because he was guided
to move the case to San Francisco were the
husband of Ramona Ripston of the ACLU was a
judge. The results are now history.
Why was the elaborate conspiracy undertaken? Is
it part and parcel of a bigger plan to weaken America
morally and take it over? Regardless of the great
controversy behind the authenticity of the Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Zion, the pattern of this case
certainly follows Protocol XIV—Assault on Religion.
Protocol XIV says:
1. When we come into our kingdom it will be
undesirable for us that there should exist any other
religion than ours of the One God with whom our
destiny is bound up by our position as the Chosen
People and through whom our same destiny is united
with the destinies of the world. We must therefore
sweep away all other forms of belief. If this gives
birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will not,
being only a transitional stage, interfere with our
views, but will serve as a warning for those
generations which will hearken to our preaching of
the religion of Moses, that, by its stable and
thoroughly elaborated system has brought all the
peoples of the world into subjection to us. Therein
we shall emphasize its mystical right, on which, as we
shall say, all its educative power is based.... Then
at every possible opportunity we shall publish articles
in which we shall make comparisons between our
beneficent rule and those of past ages. The blessing
of tranquility, though it be a tranquility forcibly
brought about by centuries of agitation, will throw
into higher relief the benefits to which we shall point.
The errors of the GOYIM governments will be

depicted by us in the most vivid hues. We shall
implant such an abhorrence of them that the peoples
will prefer tranquility in a state of serfdom to those
rights of vaunted freedom which have tortured
humanity and exhausted the very sources of human
existence, sources which have been exploited by a
mob of rascally adventurers who know not what they
do.... USELESS CHANGES OF FORMS OF
GOVERNMENT TO WHICH WE INSTIGATED THE
“GOYIM” WHEN WE WERE UNDERMINING
THEIR STATE STRUCTURES, WILL HAVE SO
WEARIED THE PEOPLES BY THAT TIME THAT
THEY WILL PREFER TO SUFFER ANYTHING
UNDER US RATHER THAN RUN THE RISK OF
ENDURING AGAIN ALL THE AGITATIONS AND
MISERIES THEY HAVE GONE THROUGH.
WE SHALL FORBID CHRIST…
For many of us Mexican-Americans, it is very
scary to know that what is happening in America
certainly follows a pattern. The pattern seems to
follow the Protocols. Thank God that we have
judges like Ferdinand F. Fernandez who courageously
stood up against the other two. Americans as a
whole, however, seem to be asleep.
[JR: All things being connected, the Zionists
definitely have an agenda to demonize all Christian
beliefs while hiding behind their god of evil deeds…
S_T_n. The Protocols—though hotly denied by the
false Jews—are their plan and their actions prove it.
We have not been nor ever can be JudeoChristians because the title itself is a
contradiction in meaning. The World Council
of Churches perpetrated this fraud and has
turned us willing sheeple into goyim for the
anti-Christ to rule over and control.]
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be like a trip to Disneyland. But what’s the driving
force behind this miracle? There’s a bunch of
people, literally millions, who don’t give a hoot about
you and me personally, but they serve us well. But
as far as motivation, they’re in it for themselves—
they want more profits, wages, interest and rent.
The list of wonderful things that people do for us
is unending. But the most wonderful thing about it is
they do it without loving us—they might even hate us.
They do it voluntarily; and while we sleep, they’re
awake trying to discover other ways to please. That
has got to be as close to Paradise here on Earth.
I’m not the first to think about this. In 1776,
Adam Smith—the acknowledged father of
economics—published An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations. In it, he eloquently
captures the essence of this wonderfulness, saying:
“He (the businessman) generally, indeed, neither
intends to promote the public interest, nor knows
how much he is promoting it. … He intends only
his own security; and by directing that industry in
such a manner as its produce may be of the
greatest value, he intends only his own gain.”
Smith continues: “He is in this, as in many other
cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end
which was no part of his intention. ... By pursuing
his own interest he frequently promotes that of the
society more effectually than when he really intends
to promote it. I have never known much good done
by those who affected to trade for the public good.
... It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the
brewer or the baker that we expect our dinner, but
from their regard to their own interest.”
Self-interest is the human motivation that is
most trustworthy and predictable, and gets the
most wonderful things done.
SELF-INTEREST
I love it when people, in effect, offer, “Williams,
MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND
I really don’t give a hoot about you, but if you do
this wonderful thing for me, I’ll do this wonderful
By Walter Williams,
thing for you.” What worries me is when someone
CAPITALISMMAGAZINE.COM, 07/05/02
tells me, particularly a politician, “There’s nothing in
it for me, but I really care about the health and
If someone does something wonderful, but education of your daughter.” Even more disturbing
didn’t intend to, does it count? Should we see is when I ask that politician whether he even knows
ourselves as blessed?
my daughter’s name and he can’t answer.
You say, “Williams, what are you talking about?”
HOUSE FINANCIAL SERVICES COMMITTEE
Try this. In 1846, there were 735 U.S. whaling
ships, 80 percent of the world’s whaling fleet.
American whalers killed an average of 15,000 whales per J. Taylor’s Gold & Technology Stocks newsletter, 07/17/02
year, mostly to produce oil for lamps. By the time
Wednesday’s hearing of the House Financial
whaling dropped off, toward the end of the century,
there were only 50,000 whales alive. Had whaling Services Committee wherein U.S. Rep. Ron Paul
questioned Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
continued, there would be no whales today.
So, who was responsible for saving the whale from about gold. Unfortunately, the committee allows little
extinction? Was it Greenpeace? No, it was time for questions, and Paul was not allowed to follow
multimillionaire David Rockefeller, who successfully up. But we are going to keep working on this until we
marketed kerosene, which took over the illumination get a sustained interrogation of Fed and U.S. Treasury
market. Later, Thomas Edison’s incandescent light bulb Department officials on the gold issue.
PAUL: Welcome, Chairman Greenspan. I’ve
ran both whale oil and kerosene out of the illumination
market. Some might say that Rockefeller’s and Edison’s listened carefully to your testimony but I get the
saving the whale doesn’t count because they didn’t sense I may be listening to the Chairman of the
intend to do it. They were just greedy capitalists who Board of Central Economic planning rather than the
cared more about profits than saving whales. I say chairman of a board that has been entrusted with
protecting the value of the dollar.
three cheers for Rockefeller and Edison.
I have for quite a few years now expressed concern
There’s another wonderful thing that we never
think about, and that’s our supermarkets. The about the value of the dollar, which I think we neglect
average well-stocked supermarket carries over here in the Congress, here in the committee, and I do
50,000 different items. For visitors from other not think that the Federal Reserve has done a good job
countries, a trip to one of our supermarkets must in protecting the value of the dollar. And it seems that
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maybe others are coming around to this viewpoint
because I see that the head of the IMF this week,
Mr. Koehler, has expressed a concern and made a
suggestion that all the central bankers of the world
need to lay plans in the near future to possibly prop
up the dollar. So others have this same concern.
You have in your testimony expressed concern
about the greed factor, which obviously is there.
And you implied that this has come out from the
excessive capitalization/excessive valuations, which
may be true. But I believe where you have come
up short is in failing to explain why we have
financial bubbles. I think when you have fiat
money and excessive credit you create financial
bubbles and you also undermine the value of the
dollar and now we are facing that consequence.
We see the disintegration of some of these
markets. At the same time we have potential real
depreciation of the value of our dollar. And we
have pursued rampant inflation of the money
supply. Since you have been Chairman of the
Federal Reserve we have literally created $4.7 trillion
of new money in M-3. Even in this last year with
this tremendous burst of inflation, the money supply
has gone up since last January over $1 trillion.
You can’t have anything but lower value of that unit
of account if you keep creating new money.
Now I would like to bring us back to sound
money. And I would like to quote an eminent
economist by the name of Alan Greenspan who gives
me some credibility on what I am interested in. A
time ago you said, “In the absence of the gold standard
there is no way to protect savings from the confiscation
through inflation. There is no safe store of value
without gold. This is the shabby secret of the welfare
statists’ tirades against gold. Deficit spending is simply
a scheme for the hidden confiscation of wealth.
Gold stands in the way of this insidious process
that stands as a protector of property rights.”
[Representative Paul then added the he strongly
believed this statement by Greenspan, taken from
a 1966 article that was included in an article he
had written, titled “Gold and Economic Freedom”,
was true. Paul continued:]
But gold has always had to be undermined if fiat
money is to work and there has to be an illusion of trust
for paper to work. And I think this has been happening
for thousands of years. At one time the kings clipped
coins. Then they debased the metals. Then we learned
how to print money. Even as recently as the 1960s,
for us to perpetuate a myth about our monetary
system, we dumped two-thirds of our gold, or 500
million ounces of gold at $35 per ounce, in order to
try to convince people to trust the money. And even
today there is a fair amount of trading by central
banks, the dumping of hundreds of tonnes of gold,
loaning of gold for the sole purpose that this indicator
of gold does not discredit the paper money and I
think there is a definite concerted effort to do that.
My questions are two-fold relating to gold. One, I
have been trying desperately to find out the total amount
of gold either dumped or sold on to the markets by all
the central banks of the world or loaned by the
central banks of the world. And this is in hundreds
of hundreds of tons. But those figures are not
available to me. Maybe you can help me find this.
I think it would be important to know, since all central
banks still deal with and hold gold whether they are
dumping, or loaning, or buying, for that matter.

But along this line, I have a bill that would say that
our government, our Treasury could not deal in gold and
could not be involved in the gold market unless the
Congress knows about it. Now that to me seems like
such a reasonable approach and reasonable request.
But they say they don’t use it (gold) so they don’t
need the bill. But if they are not trading in gold,
what would be the harm in the Congress knowing
about handling and dealing about this asset, gold?
GREENSPAN: Well, first of all, neither we nor
the Treasury trade gold. And my impression is that
were we to do so, we would announce it. It is
certain the case that others do. There are data
published monthly or quarterly which shows the
reported gold holdings of central banks throughout the
world, so you do know who holds what. The actual
trading data I don’t think is available, though the
London gold exchange does show what its volume
numbers are. And periodically, individual central
banks do indicate when they are planning to sell gold.
But they all report what they own. So it may well
be the case that you can’t find specific transactions.
I think what you can find is the net result of those
transactions and they are published. But so far as the
United States is concerned, we don’t do it.
GREENSPAN’S DECEPTIVE RESPONSE
By Jay Taylor
Before Mr. Greenspan could answer the second of
Representative Paul’s questions, the one having to do
with his proposed legislation forcing accountability on
the U.S. Treasury, the committee chairman cut off the
exchange by saying, “The gentlemen’s time has expired.”
But Greenspan was wrong even in the one
question he did answer.
It is not true that you can tell how much gold has
been sold by the balance sheets of central banks.
For starters, the central banks lie about their
assets. They report gold that is lent out as if it was
still on their balance sheets. So there is no way of
knowing how much gold has hit the market. And so
there is no way of knowing how much gold must
ultimately purchased off the market by borrowers like
Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan Chase, et al., so that
it can be returned to the central bank balance sheets,
where the central banks say it still exists.
The whole Federal Reserve and accounting schemes
of most central banks are fraudulent and misleading. So
while the politicians are so concerned about accounting
at Enron and WorldCom, they seem not to notice how
misleading their own accounting policies are.
This kind of Enron-like behavior from our ruling
Elite is exactly what I meant in my June issue when I
said, “The fish rots from the head down.”
Also, we think Mr. Greenspan was parsing out
words in a most Clintonesque fashion when he talked
about the Fed or the Treasury not trading in gold.
It was exactly the Exchange Stabilization Fund
that is in question in Representative Paul’s bill.
So technically, Greenspan may have been correct in
saying the Fed and the Treasury don’t sell or trade in
gold. But what about the Exchange Stabilization Fund?
Yes, it is true that the fish rots from the head
down, and the most visible view of the head we
have is Alan Greenspan.
But I guess it all depends on what the meaning of
the word “is” is. There are no absolute truths. Truth
is what ever you wish it to be. Or at least that’s what
Wall Street wants us to think. And then we wonder
why there is a loss of confidence on Wall Street.
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BIDEN BACKS LETTING SOLDIERS
ARREST CIVILIANS

By Joyce Howard Price, Washington Times, 7/22/02
Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr., Delaware Democrat,
yesterday strongly endorsed giving soldiers the
power to arrest American civilians.
Interviewed yesterday on Fox News Sunday, Mr.
Biden, a member of the Judiciary Committee, said the
Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, which prevents the
military from exercising police powers in this country,
should be re-examined and “has to be amended”.
Such a change will happen soon, he said.
However, Tom Ridge, director of the Office of
Homeland Security, said in several appearances on
political talk shows yesterday that the Biden
proposal should be considered but that he thinks
it’s “very unlikely” such a change will be made.
The Biden proposal and the Ridge “knockdown”, not
necessarily a “knockout”, may have been
coordinated and calculated to measure public
reaction. Mr. Ridge grew more emphatic later in
the day in his view that military authorities should
not have such powers of arrest over civilians.
Mr. Biden said that “we’re not talking about
general police power, changing the idea that you
would have your local National Guard with arrest
power like your local policeman.”
But “it’s not very realistic” that, under the current
law, soldiers with knowledge of weapons of mass
destruction, who might be checking out the
discovery of a terrorist weapon in the United States,
would “not be able to exercise the same power a
police officer would in dealing with that situation.”
“Right now, when you call in the military, the
military would not be able to shoot to kill, if they
were approaching the weapon,” nor could they
arrest any suspects. Mr. Biden is chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Air Force Gen. Ralph E. Eberhardt, President Bush’s
choice to lead the military’s new Northern Command,
told the New York Times that he favors changes in
existing law to give increased domestic powers to the
military to protect the nation against terrorist attacks.
“We should always be reviewing things like Posse
Comitatus and other laws if we think it ties our hands
in protecting the American people,” said Gen. Eberhardt,
whose command’s primary goal is domestic security, in
a dispatch published yesterday in the newspaper.
The New York Times reported that the general’s opinion
is shared by other senior military officials and represents
a “shift in thinking” at the Pentagon, which historically has
resisted involvement in domestic law enforcement.
The White House has instructed lawyers at the
departments of Defense and Justice to analyze federal
laws on the books that restrict the military’s role in law
enforcement on U.S. shores, the paper reported.
Congress assigned to federal troops a large role in
law enforcement in the 11 Confederate states after the
Civil War, tasks such as guarding election polling places,
arresting members of the Ku Klux Klan, and halting the
production of illegal moonshine and the fomenting of
labor strife. The Posse Comitatus Act was enacted in
1878 to eliminate military enforcement of the civil law,
effectively ending Reconstruction.
Mr. Biden recalled that in 1995 he and Sen. Sam
Nunn, Georgia Democrat, after the bombing of the Alfred
P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, introduced
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legislation that would have “moderately altered” the
Posse Comitatus Act, enabling the military to intervene
in incidents involving weapons of mass destruction.
Mr. Biden said some lawmakers are likely to be
more receptive to repealing the 1878 act now than
they were before September 11.
On Fox, Mr. Ridge called Gen. Eberhardt’s remarks
about the need for such a review “very appropriate”.
“We need to be talking about military assets in
anticipation of a crisis event. And, clearly, if you’re
talking about using the military, then you should have
a discussion about Posse Comitatus. It’s not out of
the question [that there could someday be a situation]
when, in support of civilian authorities, we would
give the National Guard or troops arrest ability” in
a crisis situation where there may be “severe
consequences to a community or region”.
However, he said such a scenario is “very unlikely”.
In a separate interview on CNN’s Late Edition
With Wolf Blitzer, Mr. Ridge was even more
emphatic that the discussion is an academic one.
“There’s been absolutely no discussion with regard
to giving military authorities the ability to arrest in
their support of civilian authorities.” Asked
whether he believes the military should have the
power to arrest U.S. citizens, he replied: “No.”
Mr. Ridge said he could imagine,
hypothetically, the secretaries of defense and
homeland security broaching the possibility of
changing the 1878 act at some future meeting.
“That does not mean that it will ever be used
or the discussion will conclude that it even should
be used,” he said. “I think that generally goes
against our instincts as a country to empower the
military with the ability to arrest.”
On Late Edition, Sen. Fred Thompson of
Tennessee, ranking Republican on the Governmental
Affairs Committee, said he believes military troops
could be useful for tasks such as “surveillance along
the borders thousands of miles that are very
difficult for law enforcement to deal with.”
“It would be against our traditional Posse Comitatus
principles. But it might be an idea whose time has come.”
But Sen. Carl Levin, Michigan Democrat and
chairman of the Armed Services Committee, said the
Posse Comitatus Act is a “solid law” that “has served
us well”. He said: “We should not assume that
we’re going to have to change it. On the other
hand, I don’t fear looking at it to see whether or
not our military can be more helpful than they’ve
been up to now” in providing training, equipment
and other assistance in disaster situations. But the
military should not be arresting people.

BOMBING THE MIND:
THE PENTAGON’S PROGRAM
FOR PSYCHOPHARMALOGICAL
WARFARE
By Edward Hammond, Counterpunch, 07/02/02
In The Futurological Congress (1971), Polish writer
Stanislaw Lem portrayed a future in which disobedience
is controlled with hypothetical mind-altering chemicals
dubbed “benignimizers”. Lem’s fictional work opens
with the frightening story of a police and military
biochemical attack on protesters outside of an
international scientific convention. As the environment

becomes saturated with hallucinogenic agents, in
Lem’s tale the protesters (and bystanders) descend
into chaos, overcome by delusions and feelings of
complacency, self-doubt, and even love.
If the Pentagon’s Joint Non-Lethal Weapons
Directorate (JNLWD) has its way, Lem may be
remembered as a prophet.
The Advantages and Limitations of Calmatives for
Use as a Non-Lethal Technique, a 49-page report
obtained last week by the Sunshine Project under U.S.
information freedom law, has revealed a shocking
Pentagon
program
that
is
researching
psychopharmacological weapons. Based on “extensive
review conducted on the medical literature and new
developments in the pharmaceutical industry”, the report
concludes that “the development and use of
[psychopharmacological weapons] is achievable and
desirable.” These mind-altering weapons violate
international agreements on chemical and biological
warfare as well as human rights. Some of the
techniques discussed in the report have already been
used by the U.S. in the “War on Terrorism”.
The team, which is based at the Applied Research
Laboratory of Pennsylvania State University, is assessing
weaponization of a number of psychiatric and anesthetic
pharmaceuticals as well as “club drugs” (such as the
“date rape drug” GHB). According to the report, “the
choice administration route, whether application to
drinking water, topical administration to the skin, an
aerosol spray inhalation route, or a drug filled rubber
bullet, among others, will depend on the environment.”
The environments identified are specific military and civil
situations, including “hungry refugees that are excited
over the distribution of food”, “a prison setting”,
an “agitated population” and “hostage situations”.
At times, the JNLWD team’s report veers very close
to defining dissent as a psychological disorder.
The drugs that Lem called “benignimizers” are
called “calmatives” by the military. Some calmatives
were weaponized by the Cold War adversaries,
including BZ, described by those who have used it as
“the ultimate bad trip”. Calmatives were supposed to
have been deleted from military stockpiles following
the adoption of the Chemical Weapons Convention
in 1993, which bans any chemical weapon that can
cause death, temporary incapacitation, or
permanent harm to humans or animals.
Calmative is military, not medical, terminology.
In more familiar medical language, most of the drugs
under consideration are central nervous system
depressants. Most are synthetic, some are natural.
They include opiates (morphine-type drugs) and
benzodiazpines, such as Valium (diazepam).
Antidepressants are also of great interest to the research
team, which is looking for drugs like Prozac (fluoxetine)
and Zoloft (sertraline) that are faster acting.
Biochemicals and Treaties: Many of the proposed
drugs can be considered both chemical and biological
weapons banned by the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention (BTWC), and the Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC). As a practical matter, biological and
chemical “calmatives” must be addressed together. As
the agents are explicitly intended for military use, and are
intended to incapacitate their victims, they do not fall
under the CWC’s domestic riot control agent exemption.
Toxic products of living agents - such as the neurotoxin
botulinum - are considered both chemical and biological
agents. Any weapons use of neurotransmitters or
substances mimicking their action is similarly covered by
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both arms control treaties. The researchers have
developed a massive calmatives database and are
following biomedical research on mechanisms of drug
addiction, pain relief, and other areas of research on
cognition-altering biochemicals. For example, the
JNLWD team is tracking research on cholecystokinin, a
neurotransmitter that causes panic attacks in healthy
people and is linked to psychiatric disorders.
Powerful Drugs: The drugs have hallucinogenic
and other effects, including apnea (stopped breathing),
coma, and death. One class of drugs under
consideration are fentanyls. The report’s cover
features a diagram of fentanyl. According to the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the
biological effects of fentanyls “are indistinguishable
from those of heroin, with the exception that the
fentanyls may be hundreds of times more potent.”
The report says that the drugs’ profound effects may
make it necessary to “check for the occasional
person who may stop breathing (many medical
reasons) in the unhealthy, the elderly, and very
young...”, as well as victims who “‘go to sleep’ in
positions that obstruct their airway”.
Failed Drugs: The report points out that
pharmaceutical candidates that fail because of excessive
side-effects might be desirable for use as weapons:
“Often, an unwanted side-effect... will terminate the
development of a promising new pharmaceutical
compound. However, in the variety of situations in
which non-lethal techniques are used, there may be less
need to be concerned with unattractive side-effects...
Perhaps, the ideal calmative has already been synthesized
and is awaiting renewed interest from its manufacturer.”
Chemical Cocktails: As of March 2002, the team
was researching a mix of pepper spray (“OC”) and an
unidentified calmative agent. Pepper spray is the most
powerful chemical crowd control agent in use, and has
been associated with numerous deaths. Adding a
pharmacological “calmative” to OC would create a
hideous concoction. The report prioritizes Valium and
Precedex (dexmeditomidine) for weaponization, and it is
possible that these are the agents that could be mixed
with OC. The researchers also suggest mixing ketamine
with other drugs (see below). The chemical cocktail
proposals bear a resemblance to South Africa’s
apartheid-era weapons research, whose director claimed
under oath to have attempted to develop a BZ and
cocaine mixture for use on government enemies.
Torture: Precedex is sedative approved for use in
the U.S. on patients hospitalized in intensive care units.
The report draws attention to an “interesting
phenomenon” related to Precedex use - the drug
increases patients’ reaction to electrical shock. The
researchers suggest sensitizing people by using Precedex
on them, followed by use of electromagnetic weapons
to “address effects on the few individuals where an
average dose of the pharmacological agent did not have
the desired effect.” Obviously, such a technique might
be considered torture, and certainly could be used to
torture. To add to hypnotic and delusional properties,
the researchers suggest that psychopharmaceutical agents
could be designed to have physical effects including
headache and nausea, adding to their torture potential.
The researchers suggest that transdermal patches and
transmucosal (through mucous membranes) formulations
of Buspar (buspirone) under development by BristolMyers Squibb and TheraTech, Inc. “may be effective in
a prison setting where there may have been a recent
anxiety-provoking incident or confrontation.”
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Use in the War on Terrorism: Of course,
uncooperative or rioting prisoners would be
extraordinarily unlikely to accept being drugged with
a transdermal patch or most conventional means.
Any such application of a “calmative” would likely be
on individuals in shackles or a straightjacket. The
U.S. has admitted that it forcibly sedates Al-Qaida
“detainees” held at the U.S. base in Guantanamo,
Cuba. Former JNLWD commander and retired
Col. Andy Mazzara, who directs the Penn State
team, says has he sent a “Science Advisor” to the
U.S. Navy to assist the War on Terrorism.
Modes of Delivery: A number of weaponization
modes are discussed in the report. These include
aerosol sprays, microencapsulation, and insidious
methods such as introduction into potable water supplies
and psychoactive chewing gum. JNLWD is investing in
the development of microencapsulation technology,
which involves creating granules of a minute quantity of
agent coated with a hardened shell. Distributed on the
ground, the shell breaks under foot and the agent is
released. A new mortar round being developed could
deliver thousands of the minute granules per round.
The team concludes that new delivery methods under
development by the pharmaceutical industry will be of
great weapons value. These include new transdermal,
transmucosal, and aerosol delivery methods. The report
cites the relevance of a lollipop containing fentanyl used to
treat children in severe pain, and notes that “the
development of new pain-relieving opiate drugs capable
of being administered via several routes is at the forefront
of drug discovery”, concluding that new weapons could
be developed from this pharmaceutical research.
Dart Guns: The researchers express specific
interest shooting humans with guns loaded with
carfentanil darts. Carfentanil is a veterinary narcotic
used to tranquilize large, dangerous animals such as
bears and tigers. Anyone who has watched wildlife
shows on television is familiar with the procedure.
In the U.S., carfentanil is not approved for any use
on human beings. It is an abused drug and a
controlled substance. Under U.S. law, first time
offenders convicted of unlicensed possession of
carfentanil can be punished by up to 20 years in
prison and a $1 million fine.
Club Drugs: Most of the JNLWD team’s weapon
candidates are controlled substances in most countries.
Some are widely used legitimate pharmaceuticals that are
also drugs of abuse, such as Valium and opiates. The
Pentagon team advocates more research into the
weapons potential of convulsants (which provoke
seizures) and “club drugs”, the generally illegal
substances used by some at “rave” and dance clubs.
Among those in the military spotlight are ketamine
(“Special K”), GHB (Gamma-hydroxybutrate, “liquid
ecstasy”), and rohypnol (“Roofies”). The latter two in
particular are called “date rape drugs” because of
incidences of their use on victims of sexual and other
crimes. Most are DEA Schedule I or II narcotics that
provoke hallucinations and can carry a sentence of life
imprisonment. For example, according to the DEA,
“Use of ketamine as a general anesthetic for humans
has been limited due to adverse effects including
delirium and hallucinations... Low doses produce
vertigo, ataxia, slurred speech, slow reaction time,
and euphoria.
Intermediate doses produce
disorganized thinking, altered body image, and a
feeling of unreality with vivid visual hallucinations.
High doses produce analgesia, amnesia, and coma.”
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More Equitable Financial System
Is Beginning To Be Manifested
Master manipulators nearing the end of their long period of control.
Update by Sheldan Nidle for the Spiritual
Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation
July 16, 2002 (1 Eb, 15 Kumku, 10 Caban)
Greetings! We return, dear Hearts! Your reality
is in the midst of a process that is changing it forever.
To understand this operation more clearly, you need
to consider that it takes place in a living, conscious
Creation containing a major illusory subset called
physicality. Physicality consists of an infinite number
of realities that, in turn, form its many dimensions. It
is all connected together, much like the parts that
make up your physical body. This connection is a
major tool in the understanding of how physicality
operates. As your mind regulates your body, so,
too, does consciousness order physicality. The
nervous system for this exchange is the Divine Plan.
Your collective and individualized essence (‘Soul
Body’) acts through the structure that the Divine Plan
imposes on physicality. These intentions produce
realities that possess a set nature. That nature is
reflected in the way the reality’s environment evolves.
Since physicality is set up as a heuristic aspect of
Heaven, Heaven attaches a number of complex
scenarios to each reality. These scenarios constantly
interact with one another to form a basic time
sequencing for consciousness-expanding events.
In your dimension, most realities are a
smorgasbord of varying degrees of consciousness.
They range from extremely limited, dark realms to
those bathed in the full, divine Light of consciousness.
A prime example of this is our own Milky Way
Galaxy, where you find fully conscious worlds that
extend far into other dimensions and worlds so limited
that their prime sentient species lack a Light Body.
This conglomeration has led to countless untold wars,
massacres, destructions of planets and other forms of
mayhem. Despite these events, that first thin band of
conscious Light in your galaxy has continued to grow
and to be reflected on your world. You have moved
from a state of great Light to a more limiting
condition. During this latter period, the dark was able
to impose much of its savage barbarity upon you.
Now, you are moving through a transitional period of
great chaos. Once it has ended, you will return to the
Light and fulfill your destiny. As you do so, you will
connect with the other realities in your galaxy and
reshape them, much as you recreate your reality.
You will remember, dear Ones, that in some past
messages we described reality as an illusion that is
built upon the intentions of its inhabitants and the
Divine Plan. Each reality is no more than an
archetype of a certain master form, which then is

applied in a particular way, through frequency and
divine order. Out of this order emerges a reality’s
grid. Once the grid is set in place, a specific
environment is produced. It is important for your
science to understand this thoroughly, and to
comprehend that there are no ‘Laws’ in physicality
except those created for each reality. These can be
altered when appropriate and upon the joint
decision of its residents. This order can be carried
out remarkably simply. The major requirement is
that the group comprise between one and one-half
and three percent of the overall population. The
group must increase its vibrations (Light frequency)
to the highest possible level, repeatedly and in a
particular way, by moving its energy globally. In
doing so, it is important for that group to
connect with its prime source—the Creator.
To assist this process, Heaven permits other
realities to join the operation. These realities contain
mainly Beings of a higher degree of consciousness
who can influence this concentrated effort by lending
their energies to your own. As the process builds, it
develops a wave that connects to the reality’s main
grid, causing the grid to expand and propel its
environmental frequency ever upwards. This
movement affects the reality’s events schedule by
forcing a new schedule to take form. As the new
timetable manifests, extreme chaos ensues. This is the
final state of confusion through which the reality
passes on its way to its transformation. As your reality
mutates, it affects many similar realities that cluster
around it. This process precipitates similar changes in
these realities as well. Thus, your adjustments affect
many other dark realities in this galaxy by increasing the
probability that the Light will also vastly alter them.
Right now, all of these events are unfolding
around you. For this reason, your cosmologists have
devised the concept of ‘multi-verses’ and adopted
most of the tenets of quantum physics. Despite this,
vast anomalies remain to be explained that are
unknowable, even by the concepts they have recently
adopted. These unaccountable anomalies are the
result of the immense changes that are occurring in
your solar system and, especially, upon your world—
Mother Earth. Even your measurement of sequential time
has reached a point where the very symbol of its current
precise measurement—the atomic clock—has
demonstrated peculiar inaccuracies. All of this points
simply to the fact that you and your reality are
undergoing an enormous and lightning-like shift in your
levels of consciousness. In mere decades, you are
progressing from being an element unaware of the
workings of this reality to becoming its grand master.
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The most important part of this operation began in the
latter half of the last decade of your Twentieth Century.
At that time, you reached a special point of
‘critical mass’ at which Heaven could orchestrate a
chain reaction of consciousness expansion on a global
scale. The process was emphasized by a special
series of procedures initiated by your local Spiritual
Hierarchy. These procedures were further expanded
by a series of extraordinary decrees issued by Lord
Surea and carried out by all of A-E-O-N. This
process resulted in the formation of a new local
heavenly Administration. By the turn of your new
millennium, this Administration had reordered the
planetary Logoi of each world in your solar system
and readily prepared them for their return to a fully
consciousness reality. This has also affected your Sun
by contributing to her prolonged hyperactive state.
Again, all of this is the rising chaos field that acts as
the catalytic environment for your transformation.
Change in physicality is often characterized by
extended periods of rapid general extinction in the
flora and fauna on a world, or by traumatic expiration
of planets or even the ‘nova-ing’ of stars. Many of
these events occurred long ago to your solar system.
Your Sun understands that its living environment is
in transition. Your ecosystem on Mother Earth,
also, is quickly changing. This process is a sign
that you have reached a critical point in your
history that contains many wondrous outcomes.
That which is chosen for your reality, however, will
be influenced most profoundly by the Divine Plan.
This timetable will result in your acceptance of your
role as physical Angels and in the prevention of
any probable Armageddon. This divine grace is
the reason we have come and why your mighty
victory over the dark is inevitable.
As you move through this period of catastrophic
change, be ever aware of who you are becoming.
You are taking back your great God-given powers
and permitting the creation of a new reality. That
reality will allow you to directly renew your
connection with your many space and spiritual
families. The time for this new reality draws ever
closer. It is important that you remain focused and
committed to doing your part to ensure the victory
that Heaven and the Divine Plan have bestowed upon
you. In this, dear Hearts, always bear in mind that
victory comes with many new responsibilities and
perceptions of your true abilities. By Heaven’s
calculations, this present chaos will last only a short
time. Despite your present conditions, know in
your heart that this soon will pass and that a
newer, more glorious time is swiftly approaching.
Today, we have reviewed the elements that are
bringing you closer to your new reality. As you
consider them, remember that an extraordinary
process initiated by Heaven and proclaimed by the
Divine Plan is under way. Soon, this operation will
bring you all that you truly desire. We now take our
leave. Blessings, dear Hearts! Know, in your Heart
of Hearts, that Heaven’s unbounded Prosperity and
Abundance is yours! Amen. Selamat Gajun!
Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! Be in Joy!)
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Update by Sheldan Nidle for the Spiritual
Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation
July 23, 2002 (8 Cauac, 2 Vayeb, 10 Caban)
Greetings! We come, dear Hearts, with more
information concerning first contact. First contact
is a unique and truly complex process. The largescale uncloaking of our ships in your skies is only
the final step in this operation. Until that time, we
need to work in concert with your local Spiritual
Hierarchy and our earthly allies to prepare you for
our appearance. Our purpose remains to forge
ahead with this project as swiftly as divine right
time permits. Until then, we will continue to insist
that those who hold power on your world
understand the urgency of this situation and act
accordingly. As you are aware, many events are
unfolding in your solar system that are precursors
of your new reality. They include the entry of a
large, artificial planet into your solar system.
This object is not a dwarf star, nor will it lay
waste to your world. It is simply a warning to
your rulers that their present way of governing has
reached its limits. Your Sun does not possess an
evil twin, but is merely a single ‘G’ class star.
In this galaxy, such stars are known to possess
solar systems that can easily support sentient life.
Sentient life in this galaxy is immensely diverse,
and possesses many forms. To you, some may
appear grotesque, while others will seem more
pleasant. Some have Light Bodies and are
endowed with highly evolved Souls, whereas
others lack Light Bodies and are not nearly so
evolved. Such discrepancies result from the great
darkness that produced entire species, limited in
their spiritual abilities, but very much masters of
this physical plane. They, under the rule of
Anchara, encased this galaxy in a seemingly endless
galactic war that lasted for millions of your years.
You will begin to understand this process of life’s
variation and its natural cycles in ways that you
previously thought hardly possible. Each day, as
you grow in awareness, those who govern you by
fraud and deception realize that your knowledge,
alone, will be their eventual ruin. Our mission is to
accelerate this inevitable condition and to champion
what you are becoming. To do so, we need to
give you a broader perspective of the events that
lie ahead. Realize that this process has many stages
and that you are enmeshed in their final phases.
In earlier messages, we have mentioned that
you have achieved a ‘critical mass’. By this, we
mean that you have attained a special position
where your transformation is now inevitable. This
means that no effort by the dark forces on your
world can keep this procedure from its completion.
The next consideration becomes the length of time
before the final step can be activated. The timeline
is very short. Those who control you realize it.
Their delays are merely a well thought-out attempt
to delay the inevitable—and despite their levels of
sophistication, are doomed to fail. You, dear
Hearts, are foreordained by the divine to become

physical Angels. In this role, you will achieve your
destiny and prepare this physical Creation’s next
stages to unfold. Always keep the ‘bigger picture’
in view. Frequently, the near future will seem
bleak—but, if you consider these short-term
developments from a broader perspective, you will
be able to discover what actually is taking place.
The same goes for the events that now are swirling
around you. They are the final, great moments of
those who have ruled you for many millennia.
Any period of transition is distinguished by its
strong and chaotic undercurrent. During these
times, there is greater potential for conflict,
extreme change and the rise of new paradigms of
government. You are living in such a time. But,
unlike previous eras, the actual degree of possible
conflict has been limited, because the divine has set
in motion a sequence of events that makes your
destruction impossible. That does not mean,
however, that the various subdivisions of your
secret governments will not attempt to create the
opportunity for another global disaster. Their
former masters—the Anunnaki—taught them that
war was always a major way to achieve their
objectives. This concept was the reason for
the events of last September. They were not
committed simply to gain control of the oil
production of Central and South Asia, but to
maximize the chaos and create a mechanism to
enhance and prolong their dark agendas. This
agenda has failed. It has only flushed them out
and further isolated them from their former allies.
Such change operates on many levels
simultaneously. It is altering your physical bodies
and preparing them to integrate with your
emotional, mental and spiritual selves. It is thereby
shifting your consciousness, making it impossible for
you to be controlled as you were. In addition, it is
reshaping the logical paradigm that governs your
sciences. These transformations, in turn, create the
need to establish a more open and imaginative
form of governance. They are forcing a change
in the distribution of your wealth and the way
your financial systems work. A fairer and
more equitable system, therefore, is beginning
to be manifested. They will result in a greater
acceptance of personal sovereignty and
freedom on a scale previously unrealized in
your existing reality. These events are occurring,
now, only by virtue of your own transformations.
They will result, too, in a formal acknowledgment
of our existence and the unveiling of a prodigious
array of long-hidden technologies.
Undeniably, your world is changing for the better.
Those who have manipulated you for so long
are approaching the end of a long period in which
they strictly controlled your existence. This new
world is divine. Your connection to the divine Will of
the Creator has been restored. The first momentous
break in this vile manipulation occurred when the
grand overlords themselves—the Anunnaki—
switched sides, resulting in the signing of a treaty
between the Galactic Federation of Light and the
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followers of Anchara. These acts changed
everything! The forces of the dark on this world had
lost their allies. This erosion continued with a
tumultuous reshuffling of the Anunnaki’s earthly
minions. The overwhelmingly positive results of this
struggle resulted in the events of last September.
Those who were firmly committed to the dark
revealed their plans and now, the retraction of
their monstrous power is almost complete.
As a bright, new day begins to dawn on your
world, we anticipate a formal series of
announcements that will affirm our existence and
acknowledge our benevolence. Once they are in
place, we will forge ahead quickly and begin the
last stages of our first contact mission. Our plan is
to remain in place around, and above, your world.
We have also extensively enlarged our bases on
your Moon, throughout your solar system and on
your world. They will serve as our forward
operations center and confirm that our commitment
to first contact remains as strong as ever. Our fleet
supports a network of special liaison teams that are
working closely with our earthly allies to provide
the force that will ensure their ultimate success. As
a result of these positions, we know that we
remain on the verge of first contact and that our
meeting with you draws nearer with every day.
Consider the present from this larger
perspective. You are transforming your reality from
a restricted, dark existence to one that is unlimited
and filled with Light. In this approaching world,
you once again will assume your role as physical
Angels—Heaven’s wondrous councils in
physicality. As such, you will help to ensure that
the Divine Plan is revealed as the Creator has
intended. Remember, dear Ones, that you are
reaching the end of a long road that has taught you
a great deal about the dark, as well as about the
operation of the various dualities of physicality.
This knowledge gave you wisdom that you will find
most valuable as you carry out the Creator’s
mission. You have begun to clear your mind of the
cobwebs produced by your plunge into limited
consciousness. Now, prepare to enjoy the glorious
gifts that the Creator has bestowed upon you.
A new path in your journey has only just begun.
Today, we have looked at recent events on your
world. Remember, dear Hearts, to focus upon the
‘bigger picture’ and not let the events of the day get
you down. In your own way, remain positively
focused and fully committed to your ongoing
transformation. We now take our leave. Blessings!
Know in your heart of hearts that the countless
Abundance and Prosperity of Heaven is yours!
Amen. Selamat Gajun! Selamat Ja! (Sirian for
Be One! Be in Joy!)
Planetary Activation Organization
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 880151,
Pukalani, Maui, HI 96788-0151 U.S.A.
Voicemail: (808) 243-0728
Fax: (808) 573-2867
E-mail: pao@hawaii.rr.com
Website address: www.paoweb.com
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